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Z-COUNTERFORMS REVOLUTIONIZES COUNTERTOPS
“FIELD
DREAMS,” IF YOU
BUILD IT, THEY WILL
BUY. AT LEAST THAT’S
WHAT ED BALDONI,
CONCRETE COUNTERTOP
PARAPHRASE

by Joel Davis

OF

OWNER

OF

PHOTOS SUPPLIED COURTESY
Z-COUNTERFORMS

SOLUTIONS, HOPED WOULD HAPPEN WHEN
A SEVEN-YEAR DREAM BECAME REALITY
AND HIS LINE OF Z-COUNTERFORM PRODUCTS FINALLY REACHED THE MARKET.
Z-Counterforms give almost anyone
the ability to build a beautiful concrete
countertop quickly and conveniently by
casting it in place. It’s a simple process.
A ½-inch cement backer board is
secured on top of the cabinets and the
PVC form is fitted around the edges.
After the concrete has been poured and
cured, the form is snapped off, and
you’re left with a smooth-edged decorative countertop.
When he started the company, which
is based in Clarks Summit, Pennsylvania, Baldoni had no idea if the product
would sell as well as hoped. “You don’t
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know how busy you’re going to be,” he
said. “You don’t even know for sure
people are going to buy it. We did very
well with it.”
Braxton-Bragg Product Manager
Steve Bussell said Z-Counterforms have
been a great addition to his company’s
offerings. “They are so easy to use,”
Bussell said. “By the time a person even
made a form, they still wouldn’t make

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

all the intricate shapes that his do. It
would be impossible to manufacture
yourself.”
Z-Counterforms complement BraxtonBragg’s growing emphasis on the decorative concrete market and have been
well-received by customers, Bussell
said. “It’s been really good. Demand
continues to grow. Every day, we’re
shipping his product. They’re a perfect

marriage between the Buddy Rhodes decorative concrete line and this product.”
Buddy Rhodes Concrete countertop
products lead the market as the preferred
materials for making concrete countertops. Braxton-Bragg offers the complete
line of Buddy Rhodes products as well as
training in their use at its Knoxville,
Tennessee, facility.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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Ed Baldoni, owner of Concrete Countertop Solutions, has not been content to let the money come in
and continue pumping out the same product. Profits have been invested in purchasing new tooling
and continuing to develop options for customers. His company is currently adding two new forms to
the line. One is a pour-in-place form called a “quarter bull nose,” which describes the decorative
edge that it produces. They are also readying the new Z-Counterform pre-cast product to launch into
the market.

Baldoni has not been content to let the
money come in and continue pumping out the
same product. Profits have been invested in
purchasing new tooling and continuing to
develop options for customers. His company is
currently adding two new forms to the line.
One is a pour-in-place form called a “quarter
bull nose,” which describes the decorative edge
that it produces. They are also readying the
new Z-Counterforms pre-cast product to
launch into the market. “The pre-cast form will
be strictly used for poured-in-place applications,” he said. “It is a re-useable form. It can
either be screwed down to the surface that is
being poured on, or held in place with our
polyester mounting tape. If the mounting tape
is used, the pouring surface won’t be damaged
with screw holes, allowing it to be used multiple times. It has a 2-inch leg and a 1-1/2-inch
one, which will allow you to form either 1-1/2
inch or 2-inch tops.”
Working in a new and fast-changing market
is what Baldoni has enjoyed most about the
experience. “The concrete countertop business
is becoming more popular by the day,” he said.
“It is great to be part of a business that is virtually in its infancy. New coloring techniques and
sealers are becoming so easy to use that it is
opening up a huge DIY market.
“They say it’s about fifty percent of the market. The DIY market is probably outgrowing
the professional industry segment of the countertop market.”
Decorative concrete has become rightfully
popular in recent years, Baldoni said.
“Concrete is really such a great product to use.

It’s fairly inexpensive to buy. It’s the perfect
DIY product. A lot of people get great results.
(Using a Z-Counterform), they do a great job,
and they’ve never poured concrete before.”
A builder by trade, Baldoni discovered the
popularity of decorative concrete while on the
job. “We were putting concrete countertops in
our homes for about ten years. They are very
popular. When you go to builder shows ... there
would always be somebody there with concrete
countertops, and it was always one of the
busiest booths at the show.”
The Z-Counterforms were created out of
necessity. “I did not have a shop that I was able
to pour a countertop in, wait for it to dry, and
then have the equipment to transport that concrete to the job site,” Baldoni said.
Concrete countertops are heavier than granite
countertops. Trying to move a 600 to 800
pound countertop into a house without breaking it, and then hoping it would fit, provided
too much uncertainty, Baldoni said. “We came
up with ‘Let’s just pour them in place.’ (Until
that point), there was no good or easy way to
do it.”
The existing products available at the time
would only produce countertops with square
ends. “We wanted something a little more decorative,” he said.
When Baldoni had the initial idea, it took a
while to proceed. “Getting the patent was a
three-year ordeal. They almost make it impossible to get a patent any more.
“Once we got the patent, I looked for people
to produce it, and then we finally got it into
production,” he said. “You hope you will be

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Z-Counterforms give almost anyone the ability to build a beautiful concrete countertop quickly and
conveniently by casting it in place. It’s a simple process. A ½-inch cement backer board is secured on
top of the cabinets and the PVC form is fitted around the edges. After the concrete has been poured
and cured, the form is snapped off, and you’re left with a smooth-edged decorative countertop.

able to sell a new product, but it has really been
received well by the DIY and professional markets. We sell all over the United States and
Canada. We have shipped them to up to 30
countries including Australia and South Africa.
“It’s amazing ... when you’re on the internet.
All of the sudden, the world becomes small.
It’s just a matter of putting a UPS label on the
box and shipping it out the door. It’s been an
interesting business, I must say. It’s a fun business, too.”
The development process was a lengthy one,
Baldoni said. “I started developing them about
seven years ago. It took three years just to get
the patent and then another year to find someone who would produce the forms. Once we
had the tooling made, (the hard part) was trying
to find a company that could produce them at
an affordable price. It took a while to find
somebody who would work with us. I didn’t
want to spend a half a million dollars on forms
and then hope to sell them. In the end, it
worked out well for us.”

Z-Counterforms are made of a proprietary
mix of PVC. The 3-mm thick forms will not
warp. They are designed to maintain a stable
form even after the concrete is poured.
The design of the Z-Counterforms creates
smooth edges on the resulting countertops.
Concrete will not adhere to the inside of the
form, which has been polished to a glossy finish. Corners can be simply mitered with an
ordinary miter box. It is easy to achieve any
angle that is desired.
Once the concrete has cured, the ZCounterform can be easily removed because of
its patented design. Simply pull the form forward, and it will snap off. This does mean that
the pour-in-place counterforms are not
reusable because the tab under the concrete top
stays in place when the form is removed.
For additional information on purchasing ZCounterforms or other concrete-related products, contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg.
Call toll free, 1-800-575-4401.
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ISFA’S 2011 INNOVATIONS IN DESIGN COMPETITION
WINNERS ANNOUNCED, CREA DIFFUSION TAKES “BEST IN SHOW”
HE WINNERS OF THE
INTERNATIONAL SURFACE
F A B R I C AT O R S
ASSOCIATION’S
2011
INNOVATIONS IN DESIGN CONTEST ARE
IN, AND THE PROJECTS REALLY SHOW
JUST WHAT IS POSSIBLE IN THE WORLD
OF SURFACES.

The breadth and depth of creativity
and craftsmanship demonstrated by
the projects in this year’s contest was
quite impressive. Fabricators got the
opportunity to show their creativity,
artisanship and engineering skill
using any of a number of products.
The categories for 2011 were:
• Commercial /Institutional
• Green Applications
• Residential Bath
• Residential Kitchen
• Freestyle/Art
• On-Site Fabrication
Criteria for selecting winners were
based on the overall impression of the
project, aesthetic appeal, attention to
detail and inventive use of materials.

Winner
Commercial/Institutional
(and Best in Show)
Project Name: Art Gallery
Artist Name: Noé Duchaufour
Company/Sponsor: Neonata/Crea
Diffusion
Project Description: The art gallery
that hosts this installation is located in
the famous and historical Le Marais
district in Paris, long the aristocratic
district that is home to many outstanding architectural buildings. It
was commissioned by Beatrice St.
Laurent and designed by Noé
Duchaufour Lawrence.
The layout was fabricated in
DuPont Corian Glacier white and
inspired by the idea of a big wave
arriving by the floor, splashing on the
wall and going up to the ceiling.
The frame was difficult to make, because the
designer didn’t want any space between the
new and the old ceiling. The front step was also
very difficult to do too, because the designer
wanted a finished angle, which required CREA
Diffusion to work with a massive thermoforming process.
This project was also awarded ‘Best in Show.

Commercial/Institutional Winner (and
Best in Show). The art gallery layout
was fabricated in DuPont Corian
Glacier white and inspired by the idea
of a big wave arriving by the floor,
splashing on the wall and going up to
the ceiling.

Continued on page 38
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Write us, call us, or email us and let us know how you like
the quick access – or just to tell us what you like and don’t
like about the current issue. See our free online free
Classifieds, and several new features coming in 2012.
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this page and more
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“The Viper 3-Step Pads
are the best I’ve used…
®

…Saves us 60% of polishing time and lasts
twice as long as the previous pads.”
Actual Customer - Tim Zeng, Granite Installation Specialists
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Most polishing systems have six, seven, or

eight steps. That’s a lot of steps… and a lot of
labor. Viper ® along with Braxton-Bragg has
announced a breakthrough technology: the
Viper ® 3-Step System.

Easy-to-Use
This easy to use system comes in either a
wet pad or a dry pad option. The Viper ® system cuts polishing time by 50% while achieving the superior polish that Viper ® is known
for. When we asked the manufacturer how
this was possible, we were told that this was a
secret process developed in Asia.

One-of-a-Kind
Basically, the one-of-a-kind pad design
allows the fabricator to “skip steps.” Now,
normally, skipping steps results in scratches
too deep to be polished out. However,

Viper ® has introduced new technology that
overcomes this limitation.

Better Design=Better Product
The changes required to achieve a 3-step
process include:
• These pads are made with the highest
quality diamonds. The diamonds have multiple angles and a “polycrystalized” internal
shape. The diamonds are easily broken during polishing to continuously expose new
angles.
• Diamond concentration is 60% of the
pad weight. This is the highest diamond concentration possible with current technology.
• Bond strength has been increased to hold
the higher diamond concentration to insure
that the diamonds are fully used in the polishing process.

Go ahead and give the Viper ® 3-Step
System a try today and rest assured you’ll be
backed by our industry leading “Better!
Faster! Cheaper!” guarantee.
CALL 1-800-575-4401 TODAY TO ORDER
YOUR VIPER ® 3-STEP SYSTEM.

Go to www.braxton-bragg.com/viper3step

How big a discount do you want? Choose yours!

…10% Discount
Buy just 10 Viper ® Polishing Pads –any grit, any combination you choose, and get a 10% discount at checkout!

…15% Discount– Stock Up and SAVE BIG!
Buy 20 Viper ® Polishing Pads or more–any grit, any combination you choose, get a 15% discount at checkout!

THE VIPER ® 3-STEP DRY POLISHING SYSTEM
DEEP SHINE WITH A GLOSS METER READING OF

Item # Description
17867

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

4˝ Viper ® 3-Step Wet/Dry Polishing Pad, Step 1
Viper ®

PRODUCES A HIGH GLOSS AND

90 – 95.

Reg. Price

10% Off

15% Off

$29.95

$26.95

$25.45

17868

4˝

3-Step Wet/Dry Polishing Pad, Step 2

$29.95

$26.95

$25.45

17869

4˝ Viper ® 3-Step Wet/Dry Polishing Pad, Step 3

$29.95

$26.95

$25.45

Call Now !

CALL 800-575-4401

BETTER!

Industry Leading Guarantee

Fax 800-915-5501

FA S T E R !

CHEAPER!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper® 3-Step Wet/Dry Pads
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FROM THE PUBLISHER’S PEN
PREDICTIONS AND NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTIONS
FEBRUARY PUBLISHER’S PEN ON
DECEMBER 31, BUT LEAD-TIME IN PRINT PUBLISHING IS RATHER LONG. AS
I WRITE THIS, I DON’T KNOW WHO WILL WIN THE IOWA CAUCUS, HOW MANY
PEOPLE WILL ATTEND STONEXPO, OR IF THE CUBS HAVE A SHOT THIS YEAR
(WELL, AT LEAST I THINK I KNOW THE ANSWER TO THAT ONE).
SEEMS STRANGE TO BE WRITING THE

This is an election year and the number one topic as of today is the economy. Various magazines are publishing opinions from economists, fund managers, bakers, politicians, and executives about what 2012 will bring. Opinions are mixed with most predicting 2012 will be a repeat
of 2011.
We are pretty optimistic here at the Slippery Rock Gazette. Even if housing stays flat this year,
we think that the lessons learned in the last few years will pay dividends. Economic pressure
seems to bring out creativity and innovation. We have learned to do more with less, and we
believe that our readers have as well.
Pressure seems to act as a catalyst for innovation, and we like to write about innovation and
innovators, because the people who make things happen are very interesting. We enjoy meeting
them and we hope that you enjoy reading about them.
I am hopeful that by the time you read this, we have Phase II of the new Slippery Rock Gazette
website: http://www.slipperyrockgazette.net in full production. Over the next few months we
will be rolling out many changes and improvements. Some will be subtle, some not so subtle.
Although we cannot predict much with any accuracy, we can make a New Year’s resolution to
continue to do our best to inform, educate and entertain you, our readers. I hope that you enjoy
this issue.
Thanks for reading,

Email responses to:
publisher@slipperyrockgazette.net
Rich Hassert

AGE IS REALLY
JUST A NUMBER
MAINE COUPLE HAS PROVEN THAT
TRUE LOVE KNOWS NO AGE LIMITS
AND THAT YOU’RE NEVER TOO OLD
TO FALL IN LOVE.

Eighty-eight-year-old Paul Walker married
his longtime sweetheart, 87-year-old Ann
Thayer, in a Lewiston, Maine rehabilitation
center in front of a small group of family and
friends.
The couple met at church and had dated 17
years. They decided to tie the knot after some
gentle teasing from the staff at the Marshwood
Center, where Walker is rehabilitating.
Thayer visits every day. She says she has had
some “beautiful years” with Walker.
Both have been married before.
Center administrator Sheri Nadell tells the
Sun Journal it was the facility’s first wedding.
Thayer says they have been talking about a
honeymoon in Bermuda once Walker feels better.
Source: Sun-Journal,
http://www.sunjournal.com
It’s been said that true love knows no boundaries, and this young-hearted couple can actually be proof of that fact. It’s also funny to note
that they were in their seventies when they first

Anne Tenna
Resident Senior
starting dating.
Even though it may not seem like time is on
their side, I’m sort of glad to see that they took
their time and did not rush into anything until
they were sure that marriage was for them.
Considering they had both been down the wedded path before, it’s also not like they didn’t
know what they were getting into.
I even find it especially cute that they’re planning on taking a honeymoon, too. Seniors have
been known to rekindle their relationships by
doing more traveling which, after the kids are
all grown and out of the nest with maybe even
families of their own, and you no longer have
the hustle and bustle of punching a clock, you
actually have more time to see the world.
I honestly believe that your Autumn years
should be spent doing the things you’ve always
wanted to do but could never find the time.
Spend more time gardening, visiting loved ones
or volunteering. Some of us have even gone
back to school and started whole other careers.
So, why should finding a soulmate and tying
the knot all over again be any different? If life
is what we make it, why not keep it exciting, live
for tomorrow and continue to try new things?
I hope these newlyweds get to enjoy the long
walks on the beach with the sand and surf running between their toes in Bermuda!

FROSTY GETS THE SNOW JOB
HO SAYS “FROSTY THE
SNOWMAN” HAS TO BE A
HAPPY, JOLLY SOUL (WITH A
CORNCOB PIPE, AND A BUTTON
NOSE, AND TWO EYES MADE OUT OF COAL)?
A man in a “Frosty the Snowman” costume
was arrested this past November during the
annual Christmas parade in Chestertown, on
Maryland’s Eastern Shore. He’s accused of scuffling with police and kicking at a police dog.
Sgt. John A. Dolgos told The Star
Democrat of Easton that 52-year-old Kevin

Michael Walsh became agitated when a doghandling officer tried to escort him away
from the crowd.
Walsh told The Associated Press that he
has dressed as Frosty in the parade for at
least 10 years. He says he did nothing wrong
and was wrongfully arrested. He says an officer hassled him after he made a joke about
the police dog’s presence at the parade.
Walsh was released on personal recognizance.
Source: The Star Democrat of Easton, MD,
http://www.stardem.com

¡AY, CARAMBA!
HILE’S SUPREME COURT

HAS

ORDERED A DAILY NEWSPAPER TO
PAY

$125,000

TO

13

PEOPLE WHO

SUFFERED BURNS WHILE TRYING
OUT A PUBLISHED RECIPE FOR CHURROS, A POPULAR

LATIN AMERICAN SNACK OF DOUGH FRIED IN

HOT OIL.

The publisher of La Tercera must pay individual damages ranging from as little as $279
to $48,000 for one woman whose burns were
particularly severe.
The high court’s ruling was announced

seven years after the readers burned themselves while trying out the recipe. Judges
determined that the newspaper failed to fully
test it before publication, and that if readers
followed the recipe exactly, the churros had a
good chance of exploding.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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THE SRG PICKS 10 GREAT
INSTALLER PRODUCTS FOR 2012
NSTALLERS

KNOW THAT WHEN

THEY DRIVE OFF WITH A CUSTOMER’S
PRECIOUS CARGO, THEY’RE ALSO
DRIVING OFF IN A MINI-SHOP ON
WHEELS AND A STRONG LIKELIHOOD THAT SOMETHING WILL HAVE TO BE FIXED OR MODIFIED.

When one of those, “uh-oh” moments occur
and a backsplash (or worse) breaks, the
resourceful installer had better have the right
fix-it technique and supplies. A trip back to the
shop can be time consuming. Also, getting
those huge 3 cm countertops from truck to cabinet while trekking through jobsite terrain can

be daunting and backbreaking when not having
the proper gear. Equipment to fix and safely
carry stone are key elements for any companies’ long-term success.
I have always lived by the saying that, “Set
up is the most important thing,” So, as I penned
my way through this 10 Great Products writeup, you’ll see I mostly stuck with glues (no pun
intended) to repair, tools to shape and polish,
and equipment to make your job easier and
safe.
There’s another saying: “Don’t bring me
problems — bring me solutions.” So from all of
us to all of you, here are ten good ones.

BOSCH 5˝ VARIABLE SPEED
ANGLE GRINDER

VIPER ELITE® TURBO
DIAMOND SAW BLADE

Whether you’re grinding, cutting, or polishing, the BOSCH Angle Grinder is a handful of
precision power that easily copes with the day
to day rigors of stone work. BOSCH, synonymous with quality for years, has created a wellthought out, multi-use hand tool that offers
variable speed, quick change spindle, a 2-position auxiliary handle and a kickback stop for
safety. Cost is $174.95.

Fast, smooth and durable, these Viper Elite®
Diamond Turbo Blades were born to cut!
Accurately pre-drilled to allow easy mounting
on a flush cut adapter, these 4-1/2˝ and 5˝
blades are great for in the shop or in the field!
Using a matrix designed to efficiently release
worn-out diamonds while exposing the new,
the robust segment design compliments an
array of strategically placed cooling holes, creating unparalleled heat dispersion. Viper Elite®
Diamond Turbo Blades keep their cool and
their edge. Priced from $24.95 to $27.95 for
the 4-1/2˝ and 5˝, the 7˝ will set you back only
about $54.95.

Peter J. Marcucci
Special Contributor

SME SLAB BELT

Considered by many to be the savior of
installation crews that hand-carry large countertops from truck to jobsite, the SME Slab
Belt may be the preeminent carry aid in the
business. Designed to take stress off of hands
and backs, SME Slab Belt can be used with any
brand of slab carry clamps and give installers
ease-of-carry down truck ramps, up stairs, and
everywhere in between.
Built for years of service, these belts have the
potential to extend an installers pain-free working years if used regularly and correctly.
Installation can be a risky business! Keep your
workman’s comp low and your installers out of
the doctor’s office and on the job! Cost is
$139.95 each.

ABACO CARRY CLAMP

And while we’re on tools to help carry, the
Abaco Carry Clamp is an excellent tool to
carry lighter countertops by hand and the perfect choice to use in conjunction with SME
Slab Belts. The Abaco Carry Clamp is welldesigned using quality materials, has a grip
range up to 40 mm, and a lift capacity of 400
lbs. per set. Cost per pair is $224.95.

Manual “Thumb Pump”
Vacuum Cup Version

TENAX AGER TIGER

VIPER® 3-STEP DRY POLISHING PADS

Let’s face it, resinated slabs are a doubleedged sword. Resin can make a slab look rich
and un-pitted, but when exposed to UV or the
outdoors for any significant amount of time,
sunlight will cause fade and discoloration.
Also, matching a finished edge to the luster of
a resonated surface can be a big problem.
Tenax, a well-respected name in our industry
for many years, offers their Ager Tiger as a
brilliant solution to these problems. Available
in two sizes, Tenax Ager Tiger is indispensable
in the shop and many times crucial in the field.
Cost is $26.40 and $79.99 respectively.

Installers, how many times have you stuck
down your countertops to perfection only to
find out later that the shop forgot to add a
radius or polished the wrong end of a backsplash? (Wasn’t I just talking about a mini shop
on wheels?). Viper® 3-Step Dry Polish Pads are
the perfect solution for keeping your installation on-track and lookin’ good. Built to last,
these dry polishing pads are jam-packed with
exceptional quality diamonds, allowing the
user to achieve a high gloss on edges quickly
and easily. Priced at $29.95 each, they are a
must have for the resourceful installer.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

OMNI CUBED SINK HOLE SAVER VCM

Innovative and cutting edge, the patent-pending Sink Hole Saver VCM by Omni Cubed,
comes in three sizes and is the best solution to
safely install any fragile kitchen sink countertop between three walls. Works great on vanities, too! I know one company that swears by
this tool to the point of not even using rein-

forcement rods. Worth its weight in gold and
made in America, this offering by Omni Cubed
will save you time, money, and frustration year
after year. Priced from $250.00 to $395.00
these handy dandies are available in 4´, 6´ and
8´ lengths to match your transport needs.
Continued on page 15
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IF YOUR MARKETING DOESN’T HAVE THIS,
THEN YOU’RE MISSING OUT ON EASY SALES
OUR

BROCHURES AND ADS ARE

GREAT.

WAITING

YOUR WEBSITE IS WELLDESIGNED; THE CONTENT IS SIMPLE
AND EASY TO READ. BUT AFTER
FOR YOUR PHONE TO RING, NO ONE IS

CALLING.

be as simple as telling the prospect to request
more information. You could also ask them to
“call now” or “stop by the shop this Saturday to
see our latest products.”
There are no rules on what the call to action
has to say, as long as it moves the prospect
closer to becoming a customer.
With any marketing material, it’s important
to get your prospective clients to take action
immediately after seeing your ad.
So how do you do that?
Glad you asked…

The 3 C’s To Creating a
Call to Action That Works

Which leaves you asking: “Why aren’t there
more sales?”
Chances are, you’re missing an important
tool in your marketing – the call to action.
A call to action is the part of an ad that
instructs a reader on what you want him or her
to do after seeing your ad. A call to action can

Be Clear – When creating your call to action
be very clear. Tell your prospect exactly what
to do, who to call, what time, who to ask for,
the exact spelling of the website, etc. Do not
assume they will know what to do. Also tell
them what will happen once they take you up
on your call to action.
For example…
Don’t say: Give Us a Call To Discuss Granite
Counter Tops.
That sounds like what everyone else does and
there’s nothing to set you apart.
Try this instead: Call Mary Smith in the
office at (555) 555-1212 between 8:00 am and

Sean McCool
Direct Marketing Strategist

5:30 pm and ask her about our free consumer
guide, “5 Mistakes Homeowners Make When
Choosing Countertops.” She’ll take your
name, address, and number, and get the guide
out to you the same day.
Be Concise – Don’t use fancy words or long
descriptions. Check to see if you can say the
same thing in fewer words or shorter words.
Get rid of adjectives.
For instance…
Don’t say: Call us on our phone at (555) 5551212 immediately for an exciting offer on our
wonderful special where you’ll get an amazing
20% off of an installation of your choice of
granite countertops in your choice of colors
and profiles. Mary Smith, our receptionist will
be waiting eagerly for your call all day long as
the office hours are from 8:00 in the morning
until 5:30 in the afternoon. She’ll make sure
you get an appointment time that works for you
and don’t worry about whether or not you are
ready to buy because there is no pressure and
no obligation. It’s a free estimate of the cost
and installation, too.
That’s an extreme example, but here’s a better way to say the same thing:
Try this instead. Call Mary Smith in the
office at (555) 555-1212 between 8:00 am and
5:30 pm and ask her about our “20% off

February Install Special.” She’ll get you set up
for a free, no-obligation quote.
See how the adjectives in the first example
make the copy sound more like a sales pitch?
The second is just instructions on what to do
next if the prospect is interested.
Finally…
Be Consistent – If your ad talks about
kitchen counters, don’t make your call to
action about polishing concrete floors. Make
sure your call to action matches what you’ve
been saying and showing in your ad. Your call
to action should be the next logical step for
your prospect after seeing your ad – not a new
idea.
There you have it. Whether you write your
own ads or you have someone like me do them
for you, make sure each ad tells the prospect
what you want them to do next.
If you do this in every ad and every piece of
marketing, you will see your sales increase
regardless of what’s going on in the economy.
Sean McCool is a an award-winning marketer and success coach. He can help you create marketing materials or just talk with you
about what’s possible for your business. You
can contact or leave a message for him
through his website www.SeanMcCool.com.

ANIMALS ARE NOT PEOPLE TOO
ANIMAL RIGHTS GROUP WANTS

ILLINOIS

TO INSTALL HIGHWAY

SIGNS IN MEMORY OF CATTLE
KILLED WHEN TRUCKS HAULING
THEM FLIPPED IN TWO SEPARATE WRECKS.

People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals
has asked for permission to buy the markers,
one in suburban Chicago and one northwest
of Peoria. The group says the signs would pay
tribute to the more than 20 cattle killed as a

result of negligent driving this year.
Illinois Department of Transportation
spokesman Josh Kauffman says the request
will likely be denied because the state’s
Roadside Memorial Act specifies that only
relatives who lost loved ones in highway
crashes may request memorials.
In 2006, Virginia rejected PETA’s request
for highway markers to memorialize hogs
killed in crashes on their way to slaughter at
Smithfield Foods.

HITTING ROCK BOTTOM
HOUSANDS

OF

MIGRATORY

BIRDS ARE DEAD OR INJURED
AFTER THEY APPARENTLY MISTOOK A

WAL-MART

PARKING

LOT, FOOTBALL FIELDS, HIGHWAYS AND OTHER
AREAS OF SOUTHERN

UTAH

FOR BODIES OF

WATER AND PLUMMETED TO THE GROUND.

One state wildlife expert is calling it the
worst downing she’d ever seen.
Crews went to work cleaning up the dead
birds and rescuing the injured survivors after
the creatures crash-landed in the St. George
area one night.
Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

By midday the following day, volunteers
had helped rescue more than 3,000 birds,
releasing them into a nearby pond. There’s no
count on how many died, although officials
estimate it’s upwards of 1,500.
Wildlife officials say stormy conditions
probably confused the flock of eared grebes, a
duck-like aquatic bird likely making its way to
the Mexican coast for the winter.
No human injuries or property damage have
been reported.
Source: The Spectrum,
http://www.thespectrum.com
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DARKENER
SUPER

HOW TO MAKE A BOMB Carmen Ghia
Resident Frequent Flyer
OUT OF CUPCAKES
WOMAN WHO JUST
FLEW BACK HOME
FROM

LAS VEGAS

SAYS AN AIRPORT

“Don’t just Age your stone,
make it look SUPER!”
Use for accurate and precise enhancement on granite,
marble, engineered stone, and all natural stone.

• Fast-reacting, penetrating formula
• Chemically bonds to the stone for a
permanent enhancement
• Water and stain repellant allows stone
to breathe
• Maintains the luster of polish
• Darkener Super is suitable for resin treated
stones as well as untreated surfaces
• Does not form a layer on the surface of stone

Available at

Call now, toll-free or order on the web 24/7!
800-575-4401 • www.braxton-bragg.com
Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Akemi Darkener Super

SECURITY OFFICER CONFISCATED
HER FROSTED CUPCAKE BECAUSE
HE THOUGHT THE ICING ON IT
COULD BE A SECURITY RISK.

Rebecca Hains said the
Transportation
Security
Administration
agent
at
McCarran International Airport
took her cupcake, telling her its
frosting was enough like a gel to
violate TSA restrictions on
allowing liquids and gels onto
flights to prevent them from
being used as explosives. She
said the agent told her the frosting was conforming to the jar it
was inside.
“I just thought this was terrible logic,” Hains said.
Hains, who lives in Peabody,
just north of Boston, said the
agent didn’t seem concerned that the cupcake
could actually be explosive, just that it fit some
bureaucratic definition about what was prohibited. She said he even offered to let her eat it
away from the airport security area.
Hains, a 35-year-old communications professor at Salem State University, said she told the
agent she had passed through security at
Boston’s Logan International Airport earlier in
the week with two cupcakes packaged in jars,
gifts from a student. But she said the agent told
her that just meant TSA in Boston didn’t do its
job.
The TSA, which is entrusted with protecting
the nation’s transportation system, was reviewing the situation, agency spokesman Nico
Melendez said. Passengers are allowed to take
cakes and cupcakes through checkpoints, he
said.
Hains ultimately surrendered the cupcake.
But she said the situation highlighted a lack of
common sense by the agent and the ludicrousness of TSA policies.
“It’s not really about the cupcake; I can get another cupcake,” she said. “It’s about an
encroachment on civil liberties. We’re just building up a
resistance and tolerance to all
these things they’re doing in the
name of security, when it’s really theater. It is
not keeping us safe.”
Air travel is definitely not what it used to be.
With that said, it’s really not much of a surprise that frosting on cupcakes would get confiscated for resembling plastic explosives.
Ever since that terrorist with the explosive

In this Wednesday, Dec. 21, 2011 photo provided by Rebecca Hains, a TSA agent holds a
jar containing a cupcake that was confiscated
at McCarran International Airport in Las
Vegas. Hains says the agent took her cupcake,
telling her its frosting was enough like a gel to
violate TSA restrictions on allowing liquids
and gels onto flights to prevent them from
being used as explosives.

sneakers was thwarted from igniting them, we
have been itemizing what we’re allowed to
carry onto planes, from toothpaste to cologne.
The TSA has deemed that a certain amount of
liquid explosives could be enough to bring
down a 747 jet. So, now I’m forced to limit the
ounces of make-up and moisturizer I would like
to travel with.
Fortunately, most hotels are providing complimentary shampoo and conditioner, and in
some cases, even lotion. But, there’s still nothing like your own. I generally can find my
favorite brands in convenient
“travel sizes,” and that helps
out tremendously.
However, if I ever wanted
to bring back some of my
mom’s homemade salsa or
jarred peppers, I may just be
plain out of luck. These are things she now
has to send to me via UPS Ground.
The time has finally come where our freedoms are being seriously restricted because
somehow terrorists may have figured out a way
to make explosives out of cupcakes.
Isn’t it comforting to know that when it
comes to safe air travel that no stone has been
left unturned? Suddenly, the MegaBus and
railway travel are starting to look better and
better all the time.
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KEEPING IT SIMPLE

Ida Mae Nowes

Auntie Mae’s Various Ramblings on Life in a Small Town
’M HAPPY TO REPORT THAT PLANS
ARE GOING WELL FOR MY WEDDING TO MERL ON MARCH 25TH.
AFTER ALL THE ADVICE WE GOT
ABOUT WHAT TYPE OF WEDDING TO HAVE, IN THE
END WE DECIDED ON A SIMPLE CEREMONY IN MY
BACKYARD IN

NUBBINS.

I admit, the weather can be a bit unpredictable the end of March, but we’ve rented a
small tent and are going forward with high
hopes.
Of course, terms like “simple ceremony” are
so very misleading, aren’t they? That makes it
sound like you can sit down in an afternoon,
make a few phone calls and whip out a couple
of emails, then go get a massage because
you’re done with the whole thing. Not so.
Setting the date was hard enough, but then
there was the invitation list.
With just our close family members and
friends and a few important people from the
community who would have my head if they
weren’t invited, the list included 80 people.
Even so, I’m leaving off a lot of people in
Nubbins I’m worried will be offended. But as
a friend told me recently, “Keep the key to
your happiness in your own pocket.” This
wedding is not for the people I might or might

not offend. It’s for Merl and me.
We’d been doing pretty well with that
healthy attitude until Merl came to me with
news that his mother had a request for the
wedding.
Oh, my goodness, I thought to myself. What
in the world is this about? I get along well with
Merl’s mother, Floreen Demonbreun, who’s
got to be close to 90. But she can dig her heels
in on certain things, and this had the definite
sound of heel-digging to it.
“It has to do with the preacher who’s performing the ceremony,” Merl said, hanging his
head slightly. We’d already asked Geneva
Wright, the minister at Nubbins First
Presbyterian Church, to preside. “She wants
the Rev. DeLap to at least be a part of the service,” he said, his head hanging even more.
“Vernon DeLap?” I asked in horror. “Isn’t he
that minister your mother talks about who has
an oil painting of himself over his mantle? The
one his own wife calls ‘Our Beloved Pastor,’
even when he’s in the room with her?”
Merl could only nod his head.
“You don’t think it’s because the minister we
picked is a woman, do you?” I asked.
“I can’t imagine that would be an issue for
her, but who knows?” Merl responded.
This request seemed strange to me, but if it

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Nubbins Special Correspondent

was important to Floreen, shouldn’t
we honor it? How big a deal would it be for
Merl and me anyway? But the more I thought
about it, the more I realized it was a big deal. I
didn’t know this man, and from what I’d heard
of him, he didn’t seem like the type of person
I’d want at my wedding.
After stewing over it for days, I decided to
just go to the source. Why not talk to Merl’s
mother and get it out in the open? Merl
thought that was a fine idea, but unfortunately
he had an appointment on the afternoon I
planned to visit her, or so he said.
It turns out Floreen was delighted to have me
visit without Merl. She loved talking about the
wedding, especially when it was just “the
girls.” I went in with plenty of resolve, but all
the walls of Floreen’s little home are covered
with black and white photos of long-deceased
relatives. As I sat there drinking tea with her, I
felt their cold stares boring into me, each one
saying “How could you do this to such a sweet
little old lady?”
But finally I took a deep breath and launched
into it.
“I did have one other little thing I wanted to
bring up,” I said, “about the minister.”
“Yes?” Floreen answered, sipping her tea.
“Well, you know we had asked Rev. Wright

to preside.” When Floreen didn’t jump in, I
added, “You’re not worried because she’s a
woman minister, are you?”
Floreen’s eyes widened. “Oh, heaven’s no. I
may be … well, elderly … but I’m not living in
the last century! I’m surprised you’d think so.”
“Well, I didn’t at first, but then Merl told me
about you wanting Rev. DeLap to preside.”
“What?” she asked, incredulous. “It wasn’t
me that brought up that old stuffed shirt. Merl
was the one who suggested it. I thought it odd
at the time, but you never know with him.” She
paused, looking me in the eye. “Are you sure
you want to marry him? He’s a little crazy, you
know.”
Then I started laughing, and leaned over to
give her a hug.
“Yes, I’m sure,” I said. “I wouldn’t want to
marry someone who wasn’t a little bit crazy,” and
I’m pleased to say that Floreen smiled at that.
Merl still says his mother was confused
about the DeLap Fiasco, as we’re calling it, and
she of course says he was, but it doesn’t matter.
I’m just glad I didn’t call the man before getting to the truth of the matter.
I’m so glad things have fallen so neatly into
place. With such a simple ceremony, I’m sure
nothing could possibly go wrong now.
Right?
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THE SRG PICKS 10 GREAT
INSTALLER PRODUCTS FOR 2012
Continued from page 8

PROLINE DRAIN AWARDED A
PEOPLE’S CHOICE AWARD AT
HEALTHCARE DESIGN 2011
HE VOTING FOR THE 2ND ANNUAL
NEW PRODUCT PAVILION PEOPLE’S
CHOICE AWARDS TOOK PLACE DURING THE LIVE 2011 HEALTHCARE
DESIGN CONFERENCE, NOVEMBER 13–16, IN
NASHVILLE, TN.

STONE SHIELD™ TRANSPARENT FLOWING AND TRANSPARENT KNIFE GRADE

Fast cure time and unparalleled strength,
make these glues by Stone Shield™ a top-shelf
product. Durable and easy to color, these glues
get-it-done Better! Faster! and Cheaper! In the

shop or on the jobsite, Stone Shield™ is the
brand to stick with (pun intended) and is a great
buy in quart or gallon quantity. Priced at
$10.75 and $39.90 respectively.

The Product Pavilion area displayed only
products new to the industry within the last 24
months. 2011 Healthcare Design Conference
attendees were asked to vote for their favorite
of the 17 featured products featured in the
pavilion. Of the hundreds of votes cast
throughout the course of the 4-day conference,
QuickDrain™ USA’s Proline Drain, with its
universal design, garnered enough to win the
prestigious 2nd Runner-up Award.
The Proline system is linear drain covered by
a smooth outer panel with small drain holes.
The fully sloped, long drain trough makes for
easy water drainage, offering a barrier-free,
wheelchair-accessible shower. Water is caught
in the drain, and thus, will not spread over onto
the facing floor. Accessible showers are integral in the design of a healthcare facility.
“We are honored to win this award,” stated
Josef Erlebach of QuickDrain USA. “In partic-

ular, because we know our products make any
healthcare facility not only more attractive...
but also safer tomorrow than it is today.”
For more information on the Proline Drain
by QuickDrain USA contact Josef Erlebach
(info@quickdrainusa.com). Call Toll Free 866998-6685 or 970-668-0805 (office). Write to
Quick Drain USA, P.O. Box 1358, Frisco,
Colorado, 80443, www.quickdrainusa.com.

Bullet Proof™
Fabricator’s Apron

The OLD way…

TALON™ PLATINUM DRY CORE BITS

I-BRACE BY INNOTOPS

Every year the popularity of reverse osmosis
and conveniences like garbage disposals and
pop-up electrical outlets grows considerably,
requiring the custom placement of controls
during installation. Talon™ Platinum Dry Core
Bits are designed to run dry at 10,000 RPM,
cutting their way through granites quickly with
little or no chipping. Reasonably priced and
built to last, these core bits will save you time
and money. Available in six sizes ranging from
1˝ to 2˝ and priced from $58.95 to $89.95
respectively.

Drilled, countersunk, and patented, the IBrace by InnoTops is the easy and safe solution
to support countertop overhang. Made in the
US, these powder coated gems come in 13˝,
16˝ and 20˝ lengths, giving the installer a quick
resolve and a safely installed unit. Priced from
$9.99 to $14.99, the patent-pending I-Brace is
a great solution to stock in bulk quantity on any
installation truck.
For more information on these great fabrication products, go to www.braxton-bragg.com

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the Bullet Proof Apron

The ONLY way

Available from

800-575-4401

•

www.braxton-bragg.com
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HONEY, I WRECKED THE LAMBORGHINI
UTAH MAN WHO WON A $380,000
LAMBORGHINI IN A CONVENIENCE
STORE CHAIN’S CONTEST SAYS HE
CRASHED THE SPORTS CAR SIX
HOURS AFTER HE TOOK IT HOME.

KSL-TV reports the lime green Murcielago
Roadster will head to a Las Vegas body shop for
repairs, days after David Dopp won it from
Maverik stores’ “Joe Schmo to Lambo” contest.
Dopp says he was taking friends and family
on joy rides when the vehicle hit ice or gravel
and started spinning. The car hit some fence
posts and came to rest in a field.
The Lamborghini has front-end damage, a
punctured wheel and scratches along the passenger side.
Dopp wasn’t injured in the crash and says the
vehicle is insured. He also says he’ll be “more
careful next time.”
Let’s say that you’re just some average Joe
who suddenly wins a $380,000 vehicle. Wow!
That’s amazing, isn’t it? Well, let’s also take
into consideration that when you win anything,
you are required by law to pay the taxes on its
value. If you are a contestant on a game show
and you win a brand new car, hopefully you win
some extra cash too, to help pay for the taxes
that will come due.
Even if you win a little cash at a casino (over
$400), that money has to be taxed. So, for this

Rufus Leakin

WATERS EDGE LAUNCHES FLUID,
EASY TO NAVIGATE, NEW WEBSITE

Guru of Folklore
particular prize –a luxury Italian sports car– the
tax would probably come to a little over
$100,000. Hmm... that’s not the kind of spare
change that any “average Joe” I know could
come up with at tax time.
Let’s look at another hypothetical situation: If
this very expensive car is totaled, then the insurance should kick in, and you could end up with
about a $300,000 windfall. Hmm... that may
start to sound good to an “average Joe.”
What do we know about this “Joe Schmo,”
anyway? According to my research, Mr. David
Dopp is a mild-mannered, Frito-Lay truck driver from Santaquin, Utah. So technically, driving
is what he does for a living. Hmmm….
Mr. Dopp was noted to be doing about 40-50
MPH on icy roads when he lost control of the
all-wheel drive, winter supercar (with the right
tires) and crashed. It’s also been reported that
before the “accident,” he tried to sell the car to
the late night talk show host Jay Leno, who is
also known for having an elaborate muscle car
collection. Apparently, Jay didn’t bite.
And sure enough, the terms of the contest
(PDF) stated that he would be responsible for
any other costs associated with the vehicle. If he
keeps the car, he’s likely to have to pay more
taxes than he probably makes in a year!

OWA-BASED WATERS EDGE,

A

STATE-OF-THE-ART WATERJET CUTTING, DESIGN AND FABRICATION
COMPANY,

WELL-KNOWN

FOR

MURALS AND MEDALLIONS PRODUCED WITH WATERJET-CUT HARD SURFACE MATERIALS, HAS RECENTLY
LAUNCHED A NEW WEBSITE.

The site highlights the company’s commitment to offering quality waterjet work, and the
many benefits gleaned by incorporating this
computer-driven, totally green process.
“Waters Edge has a great opportunity to connect with members of the architectural and
design communities,” explained Jason
Schaum, Business Development at Waters
Edge. “We’re pleased that our redesigned website offers insight into our firm’s services in a
user-friendly format. It’s important that visitors
to our new website are made aware of the fact
that anything that can be drawn can be reproduced using hard surface materials with our
waterjet-cutting technology. And, these images
can last virtually forever.
For example, a corporate logo focally positioned within a tile or stone floor can waterjetcut from the exact same products, and not only
will blend in beautifully with the surrounding

field tile... but also will last just as long as the
entire floor does.”
The waterjet process itself consists of a computer-driven arm delivering a high
pressure/high velocity stream of water capable
of cutting through dense materials such as
granite, glass, porcelain and stone. All cutting
is “saved to disk” — meaning perfectly cut
repeat work is always immediately available as
long as the same types of original materials are
available. No other cutting process is as precise
for one, one hundred, or one thousand cut
pieces.
Waterjet technology is quickly becoming a
go-to resource, in particular for the creative
specifier. Waters Edge has brought a new energy to this field. The new website presents an
effective venue of accessing materials which
explain the waterjet process, high-quality
designs and examples of the creative procedure, and specific examples of work done with
various methods and hard surface materials
such as ceramic, stone, porcelain and mosaics.
All of this and more can be accessed by simply logging on to www.watersedge1.com, by
calling 319-752-8844, or send an email to
mailbox@watersedge1.com.

A QUOTE FOR VALENTINE’S DAY
“GRAVITATION IS NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR PEOPLE FALLING IN LOVE.”

— ALBERT EINSTEIN (1879-1955)
FATHER OF MODERN PHYSICS
Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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ARTISAN GROUP™ INDUCTS TWO
NEW BOARD MEMBERS
RTISAN GROUP

HAS INDUCTED

TWO NEW BOARD MEMBERS:

KELLIE

AKINS, SALES & MARKETING
MANAGER OF INNOVATIVE SURFACES
IN MINNEAPOLIS, MN, AND JOE HOFFMAN, JR.,
OWNER OF HOFFMAN FIXTURES COMPANY IN
TULSA AND OKLAHOMA CITY, OK.
Akins and Hoffman are taking the slots
vacated by charter members Evan Kruger,
owner of Solidtops in Eason, MD, and Jon

Kellie Akins, Sales/Marketing Manager,
Innovative Surfaces, Inc. Hastings, MN
After foray’s in the legal field followed by
International Steel Trading (import and domestic sales) with Cargill, Kellie joined her fatherin-law, Bruce, and husband, Todd, at Innovative
Surfaces in March of 2000.
In her nearly twelve years with the company,
she has worked in various areas of the business
ranging from residential sales, vendor relationship management and product sourcing, to
national big box account management, business development, marketing, and oversight of
Innovative’s residential sales and estimating
staff. Innovative maintains a wholesale focus,
servicing the residential kitchen and bath/new
construction/remodel/custom cabinet/countertop market segments in the greater
Minneapolis/St. Paul metro area, as well as, a
broader commercial reach through their commercial contractor and millwork customers.

Artisan Group
Artisan Group™ is the premier network of
stone fabricators in North America. Its extensive network allows the organization to offer
the world’s best granite from the best sources
around the globe. Utilizing the most technically advanced, automated shops in the industry,
highly skilled craftsmen ensure that each and
every installation meets exacting standards. In
fact, all Artisan Group members have either

Lancto, owner of Surface Products in
Cornelius, NC, after serving their two-yearterms. Akins and Hoffman join Brad Pearce,
owner of Front Range Stone in Denver, CO,
Layton day, owner of Bangor Wholesale
Laminates in Bangor, ME. Mitch Hires, president, Construction Resources in Atlanta and
Gus Blume, president, Blume’s Solid Surface
Products in Pittsburgh as well as Artisan Group
executive director Chad Seiders to complete
the board.

Joe Hoffman Jr.,
Owner of Hoffman Fixtures Company,
Tulsa and Oklahoma City, OK

TAINTED LOVE
OUR-YEAR-OLD SAM

LOVED

CANDY ALMOST AS MUCH AS HIS

Joe Hoffman Jr. graduated from Oklahoma
State University in 2001 and started work at
HFC. At that time, the company fabricated
stone, solid surface, and laminate products.
In 2008, HFC merged with Aztec Kitchen
and Bath, in Tulsa, Oklahoma, adding cultured
marble to its product offering. Then in 2010,
HFC purchased Phoenix Fabrication, a countertop fabrication company in Oklahoma City
to extend its customer base.
Today, HFC provides kitchen and bathroom
specialty products to single family, commercial, multi-family, and big box stores throughout Oklahoma.

achieved Marble Institute of America
Accreditation, or have begun the process, making it the first group of granite fabricators in the
world to be working towards this distinction.
From classic to exotic, Artisan Group offers
the most extensive array of stone and wood
choices in the industry, and is dedicated to the
highest level of customer service. For more
information or to request a quote, visit
www.artisan-counters.com.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

MOM,

SALLY,

DID.

HE AND DADDY

HAD GIVEN HER A BEAUTIFUL
HEART-SHAPED BOX
VALENTINE’S DAY.

OF CHOCOLATES FOR

A few days later Sam was eyeing
it, wishing to have a piece of it. As
he reached out to touch one of the big
pieces, Sally said to him, “If you touch it,
then you have to eat it. Do you understand?”
“Oh, yes,” he said, nodding his head.
Suddenly, his little hand patted the tops of all
the pieces of candy. “Now I can eat them all.”
———————
A couple drove down a country road for
several miles, not saying a word. An earlier
discussion had led to an argument and neither of them wanted to concede their position. As they passed a barnyard of mules,
goats and pigs, the husband asked sarcastically, “Relatives of yours?”
“Yep,” the wife replied, “in-laws.”
———————
After a quarrel, a wife said to her husband,
“You know, I must have been a fool when I
married you.”
And the husband replied, “Yes, dear, but I
was in love and didn’t notice it.”
———————

A couple came upon a wishing well. The
wife leaned over, made a wish and threw in a
penny. The husband decided to make a wish,
too but he leaned over too much, fell into the
well, and drowned. The wife was
stunned for a moment but then
smiled, “It really works!”
———————
A guy walks into a post office
one day to see a middle-aged, balding man standing at the counter
methodically placing “Love” stamps on
bright pink envelopes with hearts all over
them. He then takes out a perfume bottle and
starts spraying scent all over them.
His curiosity getting the better of him, he
goes up to the balding man and asks him
what he is doing. The man says, “I’m sending out one thousand Valentine cards signed,
‘Guess who?’”
“But why?” asks the man.
“I’m a divorce lawyer,” the man replies.
———————
If you want your wife to listen and pay
strict attention to every word you say, talk in
your sleep.
———————
First Guy (proudly): “My wife’s an angel!”
Second Guy: “Man, you’re lucky. Mine’s
still alive.”
———————

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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ARTISAN GROUP MEMBER MIKE JOB
IS REMEMBERED
IKE JOB,
ARTISAN
G R O U P

BRAD FULKERSON APPOINTED
MANAGING DIRECTOR
OF LATICRETE SUPERCAP
ATICRETE® SUPERCAP®,
LLC, MANUFACTURER OF
THE REVOLUTIONARY SELFLEVELING
SUPERCAP®

MEMBER
AND GOOD FRIEND, PASSED
AWAY

SYSTEM,

CHRISTMAS NIGHT IN A

MOTORCYCLE
WHILE

VACATIONING

ANNOUNCED THE APPOINTMENT

OF BRAD FULKERSON TO THE POSITION OF

ACCIDENT

MANAGING DIRECTOR.

IN

MEXICO.
Mike was the founder
and president of Quality
Surfaces, Inc. in Spencer,
Indiana. Mike also was one
of the founding members of
the Artisan Group. He contributed so many ideas and
so much time to our group,
as well as the industry in general. He will
be missed as a friend, mentor, and man.
This is a quote from Mike’s good friend
and Artisan member, Jon Lancto, the day
he heard of Mike’s death (referring to the
attached picture from a fishing trip about
Mike on a day that the fish weren’t biting).
“It was about spending time with friends.
You can see it in our faces…of course,

Mike Job appears in front in this group photo.
Back (L to R) is Evan Kruger, Jon Lancto, and
Don Hinckley.

catching a fish would have been fun too.
Mike was the kind of guy who would do
anything to help you out. A true friend to
us all. We will all miss him.”
Thanks for the lessons and memories,
Mike. Hope to see you again someday.

Stone Sleeve™
Fabricator’s Sleeve

The Original is STILL the best!

Fulkerson brings an impressive construction industry resume to his new
post. Most recently, he was
President/CEO of Avalon Flooring
LLC, a floor covering installation firm
working primarily with General
Contractors and specializing in highend projects. During his tenure, he
designed and implemented all of the
internal systems and controls for the
organization.
“I’m excited about the challenges
offered by Laticrete Supercap,”
Fulkerson stated. “Whereas the system is
already a tested and proven method, I truly
believe we have a start-up business. We have the
opportunity to change the way people look at
concrete finishing. In particular, because we’re
marketing a special methodology, one which
can deliver 50,000 square feet per day of perfectly flat concrete and eliminate problems
associated with deflection.”
Holding a B.S. in Engineering and an MBA,
both from the University of Michigan,
Fulkerson stated that one of his many goals as
the new Managing Director of Laticrete
Supercap is to “ultimately build the brand to
such a degree, that it becomes the Kleenex® of
commercial flooring.”
The Laticrete Supercap System is a time-saving, cost-effective method for finishing new

Brad Fulkerson, former President/CEO of
Avalon Flooring LLC, is the new Managing
Director for Laticrete Supercap® manufacturer
of the revolutionary, self-leveling, commercial
flooring Supercap® System.

concrete or capping existing slabs that meet or
exceed finished flooring tolerances. The system
is a LEED-qualified, low alkali, self-leveling,
cement-based technology that is installed using
a patented computer-controlled mobile blending unit. Laticrete International, Inc. is a USbased, family-owned global manufacturer and
leader of premium installation and finishing
systems for the building industry.
For more information, visit the corporate
website at www.laticretesupercap.com and see
related Supercap story on page 26.

YOURA BUST ISA BUSTED, SIGNORINA
33-YEAR-OLD
• Soft rubber cuff that fits closely
around the wrist for a water-tight seal

ARRESTED BY

• Water-proof, tough, military spec cordura nylon sleeve
with a built-in Velcro™ strap to keep it snugly in place

WOMAN

ITALIAN

WAS
POLICE

AFTER SHE TRIED TO SMUGGLE
MORE

THAN

FIVE

POUNDS OF COCAINE IN HER
BREAST

AND

BUTTOCK

IMPLANTS.

Available from

800-575-4401

•

www.braxton-bragg.com

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Fabricators Friend products

The woman, who
was not identified,
hoped to sneak by
police with help from
her plunging neckline
and tight clothes. Instead,
she attracted the attention of airport security, according to a Daily
Mail story.
When she couldn’t explain her trip to
South America, two female security officers

searched her and found the fake implants,
which had cocaine crystals molded into
them, the newspaper reported.
“They stopped her for questioning because she was so alluring and her story about
why she was in South
America just fell
apart,” Antonio Di
Greco, police chief at
Fiumicino
airport,
said.
After being pulled
aside, Di Greco said the
model became aggressive with
officers. She was being held at the
Rome airport on charges of international
drug trafficking.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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The Fabricator’s Choice
for More Than a Decade!
“Great quality
for the price.”
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fo r th e mo ney !”

– Hershel Margaretten,
Imperial Marble

ch,
Upchur
– Kathi
, Inc.
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My boss called me into his office and asked, “Steve, why is the Viper® our
best-selling turbo blade year after year?” Thinking quickly, I said, “Sir, I
don’t know but I’ll find out!” After a little checking I realized that not only
has the Viper® Turbo been our best-selling blade for over a decade—the
race isn’t even close. Braxton-Bragg has the largest selection of
turbo blades in the industry but the Viper® always wins. Since
sales popularity is determined by our customers, I called several shops and asked them. The overwhelming response
was that the Viper® was the best value for the money.

– Frank Earls,
Trinity Custom St

one

Chip Free
Smooth, chip free cutting was mentioned by several customers. They stated that blade hop, scratching and the extra work of repair are not an issue
with Viper® Turbo blades. I also learned that frequently, cheap blades
veer off course and flex too much. Checking with a blade manufacturer, I was told that this was usually caused by an inferior
core. The lesson seems to be that saving money on a poor
quality blade doesn’t make sense if you lose time or have
to repair the stone.

Excited, I called the boss and shared this news with
him. He responded with, “Steve, value for money is a
good overall evaluation, but it doesn’t tell me the
details. I want to know why!”

Durable
“Consistently durable” was also a frequent response.
Some blades are fast, some are durable; the Viper® is consistently both fast and durable. Long life translates to
value. Inconsistent life has been frequently mentioned as
a problem with other, inexpensively-priced turbo blades.

Now, I have been in the stone industry for over 10
years, but listening to our customers, I began to learn
some new things about blades.
Consistent
I was told that the Viper® was consistent, but this confused me
because the manufacturer is continuously improving the product and
upgrading the manufacturing process. Delving deeper I learned that frequently customers try cheap blades from China in an attempt to save money.
Most customers have reported that sometimes the blades work, other times
they don’t, and when they don’t—you can ruin the stone and damage your
saw. Consistency to them means that the blade always does the job and you
never have to worry about it ruining your job, reputation or equipment.

TE
CREAOWN

YOUROUNT!

DISC

Price
The Viper® is not our least expensive turbo blade, nor is it
our most expensive blade. It is our best-selling blade. What seems
clear is that many of our customers believe that it is the best combination of quality and durability available today.
Item # Description

Reg. Price

10% Off 15% Off

1023

5˝ x 5/8” Arbor Viper ® Turbo w/ Quad Holes, 12,000 RPM

$23.95

$21.95

$20.35

17453

6˝ x 5/8” Arbor Viper Turbo w/ Quad Holes, 10,000 RPM

$29.95

$26.95

$25.45

®

— Call Now! —
How big a discount do you want? Choose yours!

…10% Discount
Buy just 10 Viper ® Turbo Blades– any size, any combination you choose, and get a 10% discount at checkout!

…15% Discount– Stock Up and SAVE BIG!
All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Buy 20 Viper ® Turbo Blades or more– any size, any combination you choose, get a 15% discount at checkout!

Call 800-575-4401

BETTER!

Fax 800-915-5501

FA S T E R !

CHEAPER!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Viper® Turbo Quad Blades
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Now YOU can solve a $200 problem for only $4
and we’ll send you a FREE sample to prove it.

.10
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Now with 28 more holes to fit European models!
Michael Peay, a veteran home builder with 30 years
of experience that includes hundreds of kitchen
installs, was continually confronted with a nagging
problem—mounting the dishwasher. Out of frustration, Michael Peay invented and patented the
solution.
Installation Problem
Why is installing the dishwasher always on the
punch list? There are many reasons; after all, who is
responsible for this task? Is it the granite guy, the
plumber, the appliance delivery man, or the general
contractor? If the granite installer is responsible
and the dishwasher is on site, there is no problem,
but many times this is not the case. So in order to
preserve your good name and reputation it means
an expensive return trip to install the dishwasher.

Installation Solution
Can $4.10 solve this costly return trip? The answer
is YES! It is estimated that it could cost nearly
$200.00 in time, labor and fuel to pull someone off
another job for this one chore. There is no need for
the dishwasher to be on site and you can install
before or after the countertop is installed. And it is
designed to fit all standard dishwashers and install
them correctly.
Easy To Use
The E-Z Dishwasher Bracket can be installed in 2
minutes and is a permanent solution. If the dishwasher is not installed or not on site, simply fasten
the E-Z Dishwasher Bracket to the cabinet with the
hardware supplied, apply silicone to dampen the
sound, and install the granite. As simple as that,

your job is done, with regard to the dishwasher.
If the dishwasher and countertop are already in
place, simply bend the tabs to fit in between the
cabinets, apply silicone, put in place and fasten with
the hardware supplied.
No More Call Backs to Install a Dishwasher!
This solution seems so simple, the only question
you’ll ask is, “Why didn’t I think of this?” This
product really works, and we’ll prove it to you.
We’ll give you a FREE E-Z Dishwasher Bracket.
We guarantee that you’ll agree this is a real $4.10
solution. Call Braxton-Bragg and never have to
make that expensive return trip again. Our knowledgeable sales staff wants to let you know “you have
a friend in Tennessee” and we listen to you. Count
on Braxton-Bragg for all your installation needs.

Call today! Toll free 1-800-575-4401
Offer extended due to popularity! Call and receive a FREE E-Z Dishwasher Bracket!
HE
SEE T

VIDEEBOSITE!

BW
ON B

Item #

Description

10565

E-Z Dishwasher Bracket, Mounting Screws Included

Everyday LOW Price
$4.10

Watch an actual install at www.braxton-bragg.com

CALL

FOR

E
A FMRPE
LE!
SA

“We use them when the
dishwasher is not on site.
Works great, no return trips.”

Our Quality Guarantee
We are so confident of our quality that
we offer a 30-day, risk-free, money-back
guarantee for our entire product offering.
If you are not satisfied with your
purchase, simply return it for a prompt
and courteous refund.

Jeremy Williamson, SFA
Granite Shop Manager
Kitchen Craft Inc.
Osage Beach, MO
MADE IN THE USA

CALL 800-575-4401

BETTER!

Fax 800-915-5501

FA S T E R !

CHEAPER!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the E-Z Dishwasher Bracket
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REBUTTING THE PRESIDENT’S SPEECH
THE

OPENING

OF

HIS

STUMP

VIRGINIA IN JANUARY,
PRESIDENT OBAMA OFFENDED ME

SPEECH IN

VERY DEEPLY WHEN HE SAID THE
FOLLOWING:

“[Our 2008 Campaign was] a vision of
America that wasn’t narrow, it wasn’t cramped,
it wasn’t an idea that in America everybody
goes out and fends for themselves and plays by
their own rules and an America that’s built on
what’s in it for me."
Excuse me?
To say that the idea of “going out” and fending for oneself, “playing by one’s own rules,”
and pursuing “what’s in it for me” is narrow
and cramped, is to demean the very character
of the American small business owner and
what motivates him.
He also demeans the spirit of the pioneers, our
ancestors, who were prone to “going out” on
their own and fending for themselves, who not
only “played by their own rules” but made them,
and singularly sought “what was in it for them”
as in sufficient food, shelter, and property.
If he really believes this, that individuals who
go out on their own to seek a better life for
themselves and their families are somehow narrow and cramped and are not a part of his vision
for America, small business owners look out.

But perhaps I’m reading too much into his
statements, perhaps I’m overreacting.
Or…perhaps I understand that the
Declaration of Independence and the
Constitution consider and protect the rights of
the individual as sovereign. This means the
individual is free to pursue happiness (a.k.a. his
own self-interest) without regard for anyone

QUICKDRAIN USA NAMES CHRIS
TOMAFSKY SALES
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE YEAR
UICKDRAIN USA,

else’s ideas about what he should be pursuing.
But that seems antithetical to President
Obama’s vision. He continued:
“it was a vision that said we’re greater
together than we are on our own. It was a
vision that says everybody deserves a fair shot
and everybody needs to do their fair share and
everybody has to play by the same set of rules,
and that when that happens, we all advance
together.”
Sounds good if you’re a slacker in college
and get graded on the curve.
But for those of us who are grinding out a
future in the real world, phrases like “We’re
greater together” and “everybody needs to do
their fair share” and “we all advance together”
are not merely utopian platitudes, but the rhetoric of a philosophy that threatens the very fabric of our free enterprise system.
These phrases are reflective of a radical
world-view
where
equality
trumps
liberty…where “we all advance together” overrides the individual going it alone.
It’s a world-view where a self-appointed
minority believes they are uniquely gifted to
organize the masses…somebody has to tell me
what my “fair share” contribution is supposed
to be.
Finally, it’s a world-view where the individual is stripped of the recognition and compen-

MANUFAC-

IREFIGHTERS

WERE NEEDED

STAT AFTER A FLYING SQUIRREL
WENT NUTS IN A

NEW JERSEY

The squirrel kept
launching itself from an 8foot-high wall-mounted lamp
into a glass wall after becoming trapped in a trauma room at Robert Wood
Johnson University Hospital in Rahway.
Fire Department spokesman Capt. Ted
Padavano told The Star-Ledger of Newark it

AWARD-WINNING AND TREND-SET-

PROLINE DRAIN, RECENTLY
CHRIS TOMAFSKY HAS BEEN
NAMED THE COMPANY’S SALES REPRESENTATIVE
OF THE YEAR.
TING

ANNOUNCED THAT

sation that they would otherwise receive from
those who benefit from their ideas and redistributes it so we are “greater together.”
And friends, that’s why President Obama’s
vision is so offensive.
When you and I are no longer able to reap the
rewards that have historically accompanied
innovation, risk-taking, and hard work, the
motivation to create will cease to exist.
And so will the American Dream.
Aaron J. Crowley is the founder and president of FabricatorsFriend.com, the exclusive
promoter of Stone Sleeve fabricator sleeves
and Bullet Proof aprons. He is also the author
of Less Chaos More Cash. You can reach him
by email at Aaron@CrowleysGranite.com

Life, Liberty
and the
Pursuit of
Happiness

HOKEY SMOKE, BULLWINKLE!
HOSPITAL’S EMERGENCY ROOM.

TURERS AND MARKETERS OF THE

According to the company’s President,
Barbora Hulikova-Erlebach, “Chris was one of
our first sales representatives. He helped us
from the beginning to get our products on the
market. We love the way he handles his territory, his professionalism, his positive attitude and
the compliments we’ve received about him and
his services from customers.”
Currently,
Chris
Tomafsky
is
President/Owner of T Global Sales &
Marketing, an Oakdale, California sales and
marketing firm with a specialty niche within the
kitchen and bath industry. “I’m honored to
accept this award from a newer and very special, well-run company. We’ve been selling the
QuickDrain line for two and a half years,” he
stated. “It’s been accepted quite well ever since
the product line was introduced. But, we still
have a lot of work to do in educating both cus-

Aaron J. Crowley
Stone Industry Consultant

would climb up on a light and would jump off
and glide.
A pair of firefighters threw a blanket over
the squirrel and released it into a wooded area
outside the hospital.
Padavano believes there may
be a nest in the building
because it’s the second
time in two weeks that a flying squirrel got in the ER.
Source: The Star-Ledger,
http://www.nj.com/starledger

WHAT GOES AROUND, COMES AROUND
QuickDrain USA, manufacturers recently
announced that Chris Tomafsky has been
named the company's Sales Representative of
the Year.

tomers and prospects relative to the many attributes this state-of-the-art drain collection brings
to the marketplace.”
For more information on the Proline Drain by
QuickDrain USA contact Josef Erlebach
(josef@quickdrainusa.com). Call Toll Free
866-998-6685 or 970-668-0805 (office). Write
to Quick Drain USA, P.O. Box 1358, Frisco,
Colorado, 80443, www.quickdrainusa.com.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

OLICE

IN

UTAH

SAY A VEHICLE

WAS BURGLARIZED OUTSIDE AN

OGDEN
WERE

STORE WHILE ITS OWNERS
BEING

ACCUSED

OF

SHOPLIFTING FROM THE BUSINESS.

Police told the Standard-Examiner of
Ogden and Deseret News that 36-year-old
Eldon Alexander and 47-year-old Korin
Vanhouten were released after being cited in
the theft of small-ticket items worth about
$25 from a WinCo Foods store.
Police say the two then walked into the

parking lot and discovered the theft of a
stereo amplifier, drum machine and other
items valued at about $60 from their vehicle.
Investigators say the two flagged down the
officer who cited them as he was leaving the
store, and the officer took a crime report
from them.
The car burglary occurred while the officer’s car was parked nearby.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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USING SINK SUPPORTS TO ELIMINATE FUTURE PROBLEMS
EGARDLESS OF HOW AND WHEN
WE LEARNED ABOUT INSTALLING
UNDERMOUNT SINKS, THERE IS
DEFINITELY A RIGHT WAY, AND A
WRONG WAY TO

“INSTALL”

THE SINK WHEN WE

ARE ALSO INSTALLING SLAB COUNTERTOPS.

I’m reminded of what my dad always said
about having to “go back” out to a finished job
for a “call back.” My dad said, and now I say,
“Call backs ain’t green backs.” In 99% of the
time – this is true.
In all of the years that I have been working in
the slab countertop industry, I have seen countless jobs installed by other companies that have
issues with the undermount sink actually
falling down after the fact. This usually occurs
within 1 to 3 years after the date of installation.
100% of the time, the cause of the failure is
because the sink was simply glued to the
underside of the countertop material — whether
the material used was natural stone, engineered
stone, or some of the newer “green” products
that contain recycled glass and cement.
Regardless of the material that’s used for the
countertop, if an undermount sink is glued to
the underside of the slab, and allowed to just
hang there, time and gravity will work its
magic, and eventually, the sink will start to literally “peel” off the stone. The sink will start to
sag and a gap will become visible (usually

noticed by the customer long after the job has
been completed and paid for).
Think about this the next time you want to
“silicone” or “bondo” a stainless sink to the
underside of the slab countertop you’re
installing in a kitchen application: The glue
that you use to stick the sink to the underside of
the slab has to hold more than just the weight
of the empty sink. The plumbing connections
usually apply an amount of downward tension
or pull on the sink.
Additionally, the weight of water and other
heavy items placed into the sink adds to the
stress in the glue that’s holding everything up
in place. Now add to this the weight of a
garbage disposal unit, and you have some significant downward pull on a glue joint that is
supposed to hold all this up and keep it tight.
If all of this weight isn’t enough, every time
your customer turns on their garbage disposal,
they are adding vibration to the equation. No
wonder sinks that are installed using silicone or
bondo fail!
Remember this as well about “bondo” type
products – they are made using polyester glue.
Polyester shrinks over time, and will literally
release from the material it’s supposed to be
bonded to. It can’t penetrate or soak in to the
stone or the stainless steel. So, what happens
over time, is that the polyester bondo literally
shrinks up and lets go of the stone and/or the

sink, allowing it to start sagging, and eventually fall down! Using an epoxy glue will solve the
“soaking in” issue with natural stones, but
won’t fair any better on stainless steel – so why
go through an exercise in futility?
Sadly, there are many companies that have
the old “that’s the way we’ve always done it”
mentality and continue to mount their sinks
this way, and then wonder why their customer’s sinks fall.
If you are a fabricator who has been installing
your sinks this way, there are much better ways
to support sinks that will not allow the sink to
sag or fall down over time.
The vast majority of the sinks that I have set
have been used in 2cm granite applications
where using studs mounted into the stone is not
recommended – as 2cm stone is too thin to handle the studs in the stone.
Here are some suggestions for “better than just
using silicone or bondo” to support your sinks:
2cm Stone – I always recommend that the
sink be supported from underneath, using a
cradle-type assembly like Sink Setters, the
Sink Undermounter Hercules® System, or even
simple wood cleats to hold the sink up. I really
like the Sink Setter System – as you can adjust
the height of the sink after the stone tops have
been set and secured in place. The screw
adjusters allow you to achieve a very tight seal
between the sink flange and the underside of

Kevin M. Padden
AZ School of Rock &
KM Padden Consulting
the stone.
3cm Stone – Since I have had such good
results with the Sink Setters, I also would recommend them for all 3cm applications as well,
however, you can use stud and/or clip type systems to mount large, as well as, small sinks.
Drilling into the underside of 3cm stone is an
acceptable technique that is sanctioned by the
Marble Institute of America – but only for 3cm
or thicker materials.
Braxton-Bragg has a variety of different support systems that you can employ to properly
support your sinks from underneath, and they
are priced reasonably so you can provide the
best finished product for a competitive price.
For a small investment to cover the cost of
whatever system you prefer using, you’ll get a
better night’s sleep knowing that the sinks you
set today will never fall down on the job. That’s
priceless!
Until Next Month – Best Regards & Happy
Fabricating!
“Using Sink Supports” is a “hands on” topic
that is taught each month by Kevin M. Padden
from AZ School of Rock. For more information
on classes, contact Kevin at 480-309-9422 or
online at www.azschoolofrock.com.

Hands-On Polishing Pro Class
to be held at Braxton-Bragg
Learn to remove SURFACE scratches from polished natural stone
… and engineered stone! SAVE thousands of dollars.
Join us in Knoxville on March 27-28, 2012 for
a two-day hands-on workshop and learn how to
remove surface scratches from both natural stone
and quartz surfaces. Taught by Steve Anneker, the
inventor, you will learn how to use the game
changing Polishing Pro System.

W!
E
N

For ONLY $399, this training class includes all
materials, two nights lodging, lunches and snacks.
Come ready to learn and dressed to work–this
Hands-On workshop can change your life and
enable you to save a ruined installation!
Watch the video and learn more by visiting
http://www.braxton-bragg.com/polishingpro.

Call Kurt at 877-493-0205 to reserve your place.
Class size limited to 10, first come, first served.
Call 800-575-4401

BETTER!

Fax 800-915-5501

FA S T E R !

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the Polising Pro System

CHEAPER!
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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THE POLISHED PERSPECTIVE

Tom McNall
Floor Restoration Contributor

Welcome to the Pros
EYTON MANNING, WAYNE
GRETZKY AND TIGER WOODS.
WHAT DO THEY ALL HAVE IN COMMON? ASIDE FROM MAKING MORE
MONEY THAN ME, AND BEING SUPERSTARS, I DO
HAVE SOMETHING IN COMMON WITH THEM.
We are all pros! They are/were at the top of
their game and although opinions vary, I have
been accused of being at the top of mine as well.
The definition of being a professional is
defined as:
1. A person following a profession, especially a learned profession.
2. One who earns a living in a given or
implied occupation: hired a professional to
decorate the house.
3. A skilled practitioner; an expert.
Now, seeing that we get paid for what services we perform (or at least we should all be getting paid), are we considered professionals?
As in all professions, the cream always rises to
the top. Certain individuals just stand out.
Why is that? What makes them special? Are
they just lucky? Blessed? Do they come from a
planet far, far away that has a stronger gravitational pull, which allows them to leap tall
Defensemen in a single bound?
Well, the answer lies more under one definition of commitment: “An important psychological attribute, characterized by dedication to
completing a particular task in preference to

doing other things. Commitment is one of the
most important factors affecting an athlete’s
success. Athletes who want to achieve their full
potential need high levels of commitment,”
(source Answers.com).
Every sport has hundreds, if not thousands,
of other athletes all competing to be the best.

THAT’S A DOGGONE LUCKY SHOT
UTAH

BIRD HUNTER WAS SHOT IN

THE BUTTOCKS AFTER HIS DOG
STEPPED ON A SHOTGUN LAID
ACROSS THE BOW OF A BOAT.

Box Elder County Sheriff's Deputy Kevin
Potter says the 46-year-old Brigham City
man was duck hunting with a friend when he
climbed out of the boat to move decoys.

Potter says the man left his 12-gauge shotgun in the boat and the dog stepped on it,
causing it to fire. It wasn't clear whether the
safety on the gun was on at the time.
Potter says the man was hit from about 10
feet away with 27 pellets of birdshot. He says
the man wasn't seriously injured, in part
because he was wearing waders. The man
was treated at a nearby hospital.

So, what kind of commitment do these super
athletes make to be the best? Time is one thing.
All three aforementioned super-star athletes
probably started with their fathers when they
were very, very young. So, their mentors and
those they associated and trained with were
deeply committed to their growth and success
as well, from their youth and beyond.
Who has mentored you in the stone business?
Who has taught you the value of commitment?
But, what was it that they were doing at that
young age? Were they winning championship
games at the age of 6? Mostly they were learning the basics. Have you ever seen a pee wee
hockey game? You have ten 2-foot tall tykes on
skates, all chasing a puck into the corner, and
two little net minders whose pads outweigh
them, longing and waiting for action. It isn’t
until they reach their early teens that they learn
the value of teamwork and positioning. But
their coaches still teach them the basics. They
make them run drills and go over plays that
they may or may not use during the season.
And when they finally reach the pros, do our
gridiron heroes just step onto the field and
play? Do they bask away the week sunning
themselves around the pool while us fools
work for a living, only to receive glory and
honor come Sunday? If you have ever had the
privilege to witness an NFL Training Camp or
practice, you would see that they do more work
off the field and away from the cameras before
game day, then they actually do on game day.
How about you? How do you condition yourself? I know that most of those working in a
fabrication shop get to see plenty of practice
time on an edge grinder, but in restoration, we
see more differences in the surfaces that we
work on than there are different defensive lineups in Texas. How can we stay “on top of our
game?” How can we condition ourselves
against our next opponent?
Pro athletes run drills and practice, and so
can we. Sure we may have worked on Crema
Marfil and become the King of Travertine, but
how long has it been since you tackled top polishing Black Absolute or faced off against a
900 lb. Blue Pearl island? Can your equipment
stand up against the checker board granite/mar-

ble floor? Are you just winging it in the big
game like Tebow coming off of the bench? Are
you hoping to spy off of someone else’s notes
online the night before, like you did in college?
I have to tell you, Peyton didn’t learn how to
play football by playing Madden ’97 on his
Gameboy. He got in the game! He didn’t talk
about it, he did it.
We have test floors set up in all of our locations for our technicians to learn and practice
on. Amazing coincidence here: all of the NFL
teams have practice facilities as well. Is it a
coincidence then? No, it is meant to be that
way. If our team has a black granite elevator
cab coming up, I do not want them looking like
the Detroit Lions out there. I want them to be
disciplined and ready to succeed, not bleed. If
they cannot do it on the test floor, how are they
going to do it on a customer’s floor? And if
they cannot do it on the test floor, I pull a Herb
Brooks on them by blowing the whistle and
saying, “Again!”
What is the difference between being practiced, organized and prepared to just showing
up and doing your own thing? The same difference between the Dallas Cowboys and the
London Silverbacks. If you are professional,
can succeed and put on a good show, you can
sell out an 80,000 seat stadium at a minimum
of $159 a seat to as much as $9,999 per seat
(www.stubsinhand.com).
Now, the London Silverbacks put on a good
show too, but they just don’t have the talent or
the means to support coaching for extra training, and therefore draw about 350 at $10 general admission to a playoff game. Perhaps this
is why some companies can get a higher dollar per sq. ft. for restoration than others can.
All it takes is a little ingenuity, a test floor and
the desire, drive and commitment to be the best.
Until next time, keep your stick on the ice.
Tom McNall is founder and owner of Great
Northern Stone, an Ontario-based stone cleaning and restoration company servicing Ontario
and Chicago, IL. Tom also offers corporate
and private consultations as well as speaking
at conventions. He can be reached at
stone_rx@earthlink.net.

GOOD ADVICE OF THE MONTH
“BELIEVE PASSIONATELY IN WHAT YOU DO, AND NEVER
KNOWINGLY COMPROMISE YOUR STANDARDS AND VALUES.
ACT LIKE A TRUE PROFESSIONAL, AIMING FOR TRUE EXCELLENCE, AND THE MONEY WILL FOLLOW.”
— DAVID MAISTER (1947- )
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT– FROM
THE ADVICE BUSINESS: ESSENTIAL TOOLS AND MODELS
FOR MANAGEMENT CONSULTING, CHAPTER 23.
Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products
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LATICRETE SUPERCAP LAUNCHES THE “NEXT GENERATION” PUMP TRUCK

TODAY THE

GENERATION

ATICRETE SUPERCAP, LLC,
MANUFACTURER OF THE REVOLUTIONARY
SELF-LEVELING
SUPERCAP® SYSTEM, ANNOUNCED
ADDITION OF THE FIRST NEXT
MOBILE BLENDING UNIT (MBU)

TO THEIR FLEET OF STATE OF THE ART PUMP
TRUCKS.

By combining the power of the pump with
the next generation of self-leveling materials,
Laticrete Supercap has created a revolutionary
system that is being used throughout the North
America marketplace.
The Laticrete® Supercap System has proven
to be a time-saving, cost-effective method in
finishing new concrete or capping existing
slabs. Laticrete Supercap is a LEED-qualified,
GreenGuard certified, low alkali, self-leveling,
cement-based technology that is installed using
a computer-controlled mobile blending pump
truck.
“We’ve just added the first next generation
pump truck to our fleet,” stated John Sacco, of
Laticrete Supercap. “The computer controlled
mobile blending unit (MBU) ensures perfect
mixing every time. Blending is done on-site at
street level, and the pump truck can continuously deliver up to 15 tons of material per hour to
all kinds of buildings, even high-rises located in
congested areas that are as tall as 50 stories.”

Laticrete Supercap applicators utilize their
pump trucks to blend and deliver problemsolving underlayment systems right to the jobsite. Pumping is done from ground level and
material is delivered quickly and efficiently,
directly from the hose to the floor on largescale surface preparation and remediation projects. Deliveries and technical support are available throughout North America. This revolu-

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Bellinzoni products

tionary method of finishing concrete saves time
and money for owners, general contractors, concrete and floor covering subcontractors, by creating “the Next Generation Slab™.”
The Laticrete Supercap System is a time-saving, cost-effective method for finishing new
concrete or capping existing slabs that meet or
exceed finished flooring tolerances. The system
is a LEED-qualified, low alkali, self-leveling,

cement-based technology that is installed
using a patented, computer-controlled mobile
blending unit. Laticrete International, Inc. is a
US-based, family-owned global manufacturer
and leader of premium installation and finishing systems for the building industry.
For more information, visit the corporate
website at www.laticretesupercap.com.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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THE FEAR YOU NAME IS THE FEAR YOU CONQUER

Richard Pierce Thomas
Leadership and Small Business Consultant

LYING

TO

SAN ANTONIO FOR A
I HAD AN

CONFERENCE RECENTLY,

UNLIKELY CONVERSATION THAT

AL CHANGE

GOT ME THINKING ABOUT PERSON– A SUBJECT I LOVE TO TALK ABOUT.

Settled in my seat on row 31, a guy heading
down the aisle caught my attention. Sporting a
weeks worth of stubble and greased back hair,
he was a shoe in for Mickey Rourke (a younger
Barfly Mickey, that is). The smell of alcohol
enveloped me as he stumbled into the middle
seat. The euphemism: rode hard; put away wet,
immediately came to mind.
“There’s something you should know about
me,” he rasped in a Pall Mall voice. “I’m
[bleeping] scared of flying.”
“Oh, I’m sure you’ll be fine,” I reassured. He
didn’t look convinced. He grunted and quickly
went to sleep, snoring for a couple of hours
until we hit some turbulence. Jostled awake, he
turned to me with wide eyes as he deathgripped my forearm.
“What are you afraid of?” I asked.
“What do you mean?” he slurred. “Isn’t it
obvious?”
“The fear you name is the fear you conquer,”
I heard myself quip before I’d hardly thought it.
Staring nonplussed for a long moment, he
released my arm and punched the attendant call

button. “Coupla’ beers for me and the Doc,” he
shouted at the flight attendant, gesturing to me
with his thumb.
“I’m no doctor,” I said laughing. The beers
came and we filled our cups. He drained his in
one gulp, finishing with a belch.
“Ok, Doc,” he said smacking his lips,
“explain, ’cause I’m not gettin’ it!”
Having resigned not getting anymore work
done, I launched into the story. It was the winter of 2008. My partnership with another con-

sultant had just bit the dust and the timing
couldn’t have been worse. Business being slow
to begin with, my ex-partner had just left with
most of the business. I was burning through
cash reserves fast and contemplating pulling
the plug on this rodeo, when I got some advice
from the most unlikely of sources – my tax
accountant. Who knew?
“Predict the date of your demise,” he
explained, responding to my bout of self-pity.
“What?” I asked, not sure if I’d heard him
correctly.
“Write it down. The date you expect to go out
of business.”
I couldn’t believe what I was hearing. “How
the heck is that supposed to help?”
“Trust me on this, Rick,” he said. “By writing
it down, it forces you to name your fear and it
becomes less scary than it feels right now.
You’ll also start solving the problem rather than
avoiding it. But you have to write it down!”
Though I promised I’d do as he said, I did
nothing for a month. By March however, my
situation was much worse, being one month
closer to bankruptcy. In a fit of desperation, I
did what he said. I drew a line in the calendar –
June 24, 2008. That was my D-Day. My day of
demise. While nothing happened at first, I soon
noticed that the stress I’d been carrying was
gone. I couldn’t believe it was that easy! Sure

enough though, it was real. I wasn’t obsessing
about the lack of business anymore. Just the
opposite, I began to focus on the possibilities.
Sure, I thought about the coming date and
would ponder it endlessly at times, but I didn’t
fear it anymore. And then amazing things
began to happen – good things, like referrals
and
unsolicited
phone
calls
from
prospects…and business!
“Not only did we make it past that date, but in
every year since then, our business has grown.”
Mickey stared at me with bloodshot eyes.
“That’s-a-nice-story,” he patronized slowly,
“But what the heck has that got to do with my
fear of flying?”
Realizing it was pointless to explain further,
I laughed it off and ordered another round. It
may have not meant anything to Mickey, but it
meant everything to me, and I’m certain it can
mean something to you as well. I challenge you
to write down your biggest fear going into
2012, and then see the fear for what it is – misplaced energy. And prepare yourself to be surprised by the outcome.
Rick P. Thomas is President of Activate
Leadership, a leadership development consultancy in Washington State. He consults and speaks
to organizations across the country, focusing on
individual and organizational achievement.

BRAXTON-BRAGG NOW OFFERS KREMIN ONYX CNC TOOLHOLDERS
RAXTON-BRAGG

IS PLEASED TO

OFFER STONE ARTISANS AND FABRICATORS A FULL LINE OF

ONYX

KREMIN

TOOLHOLDERS, WHICH ARE

MANUFACTURED TO THE MOST STRINGENT QUALITY
STANDARDS INCLUDING THOSE OF THE MEDICAL
INDUSTRY.

Kremin Inc. designs and manufactures precision machined components that are utilized in
fields ranging from the aerospace to the medical industries. If its products can be trusted to
help save lives, they can be trusted to provide
quality and value to the stone industry, said
Steve Bussell, Braxton-Bragg product manager. “That quality was really key in our wanting
to work with them.”
Braxton-Bragg now distributes Kremin toolholders, which are available for use with the
full spectrum of stone machining tools from
Brembana to Park. They offer unparalleled
toughness, cost savings and quality.
The same quality that goes into the manufacturing of medical tools goes into its offerings
for the stone industry, said Bryce Moe, Kremin
co-owner. “You would be hard pressed to find
a competitor of ours … in the stone fabricating
industry working to this level of quality system.”
Kremin holds dual ISO 9001:2008 and
13485:2003 certifications — testifying that the

company can meet the stringent quality
requirements of customers in all industries.
Most importantly, the company is certified to
meet the quality and safety standards of the
medical equipment and device market.
The Onyx Brand tool holders are heat-treated. A proprietary process produces a distinctive
black finish that provides industry-leading anticorrosion properties and brings the surface
hardness to Vickers 1880 (75+ Rockwell C).
The surface can withstand a punishing 72-hour
salt spray corrosion test without loss of hardness.
“The value of the tool is that it will return
value,” Moe said. “It will last much longer than
any of the competitors’ and it's at the same
price point.”
The tools are manufactured to withstand
harsh treatment. “Some of the original tools
manufactured six years ago are still being used
by a stone fabricator just down the road from
our facility,” Moe said. “If you take care of
them, they last.”
Kremin Inc. is based in Saginaw, Mich. It
serves domestic and international customers in
many different industries. Manufactured in the
United States, Kremin tools are distributed
internationally.
For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Kremin produces Onyx Toolholders
designed for Park, Thibaut, Denver and
VEM CNC machines…

Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrication tooling and installation accessories including sinks, installation hardware, and every tool
and piece of equipment needed to run a professional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop.

…as well as Onyx Toolholders for
Northwood, Intermac, Bimatech and HSD
model CNC machines.

For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.
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LIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDS
TTHE
LASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED AD GUIDELINES
ADS NOT MEETING GUIDELINES WILL NOT BE
PUBLISHED.
•$30.00 per ad, per month. Ads may be
renewed by contacting the Slippery
Rock Gazette.
•Maximum of 70 words or less per ad
•Payment must be made at the time ad is
submitted. Credit or Debit Card only. A
Credit Authorization Form is available
by fax, or download a PDF from the
Slippery Rock website.

•All faxed ads must be typed – No hand
written ads– No exceptions.
•Please review all your ad info before
submitting– NO refunds will be given
for ads that are submitted with the
wrong contact info or content and then
published.
•Ads may be submitted by fax to 800915-5501, (Attn: Stacie Wingo), email
swingo@slipperyrockgazette.net or use
the online form located at

www.slipperyrockgazette.net

2012 CLASSIFIED AD DEADLINES
AD SUBMISSION DEADLINE

ISSUE

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 2012

MARCH 2012

TUESDAY, MARCH 6, 2012

APRIL 2012

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 4, 2012

MAY 2012

For Sale
FOR SALE: Why buy used? New
bridge saw, full size, hydraulic lift
table & CNC controls. $99 per week
w/ lease. New & used granite equipment. Hydraulic tilt tables, 12 ft. x 12 ft.
bridge saws, sink machines & profilers.
Will ship & install if necessary. Call
with your needs 813-476-5386, 813634-3984 or email zpilotz@yahoo.com
_____________
FOR SALE: CMG Taurus Inline
Edger Profiler: Brand new, only 18
months old. Robust for heavy, fast edging. Showroom condition & currently
in operation. Low hours- less than 25.
208 3-phase w/ transformer. New
$160,000, selling for $80,000 OBO.
You pick up. Call 410-829-2352 or
email mike@segergranite.com
_____________
FOR SALE: 2003 Wilson Saw 11´–6˝
Gantry Saw, blade included, 2000 +/running hrs, 3 beam constr. on main
beam- 211 lbs. / foot beam, Mitsubishi
programmable controller on electrical
system w/ Maples keypad for programming several cuts per piece of rock, 60
hp. 3 phase main motor, Nylon wear
strips on raise & lower, 315 belt drive
trans., 2˝ case hardened ball bearing lift
screws on raise & lower, heavy duty
precision bearing housing w/ wear adj.,
rise & fall on saddle, 40˝ of runway per
side, 11´-6˝ blade guard, auto gantry
indexing, block detection, rack & pinion drive on cross travel & gantry, automatic forward, reverse, & down feed,
pendant control push button station for
manual operations. Safety cutoffs on
water, amps, overtravel, & blade rotation. Serious inquiries only 724-2901969.
_____________
FOR SALE: Granite Shop closed
and everything must go! Great heavyduty bridge saw, older 6,000 lb. Clark
forklift, boom, clamp, fab. stand, Aframes, routers, hand tools, transport
rack, 14 ft. open trailer, all display cabinets from showroom with granite tops,
plus stone display racks, and much
more! Will sacrifice for $45,000. Call
314-683-5436 for pictures and more

details. Want to sell as package but
would consider selling saw separately.
_____________
FOR SALE: 2003 Marmoelettromeccanica Bridge Saw and Table, excellent cond. guaranteed, bought new from
Regent Stone Products, 15hp motor,
220 volts, 1,400/2,800 RPM, 3 phase,
new laser, auto and manual controls,
digital measurements readout, many
more extras: tilt mortar bed table locks
in any angle, digital readout, operates
on air and hydraulics. Available (for
fee) to have saw set up in your shop.
Will load saw and table on your truck.
$27,000 OBO. Call Terry Hamby, 1301-739-1695, Hagerstown, MD.
_____________
FOR SALE: Park Industries Cougar
Bridge Saw and Wizard–Both items
are extremely well-maintained & in
excellent condition. Cougar has hydr.
tilt table & upgraded laser, $12,000.
Wizard has 2 Park Ind. jack stands &
custom steel table, $7,000. Call for
more info 319-465-5844.
_____________
FOR SALE: Italian made CNCMachining Center & Wire Saw on a
common base. Used for milling,
engraving, edging & wire cutting on
different stone shapes. 9 position tool
changer. Low run time & immediate
availability. Rigging, installation &
training can be quoted. Call 731-5542247.
_____________

READERS PLEASE NOTE:
The information contained in our
Classifieds section is provided by third
parties and not an endorsement of particular products, companies or employers.
The SRG® encourages all interviewing
employers to carefully conduct prescreening of all prospective employees, and purchasers of used equipment are encouraged
to use caution and common sense.

FOR SALE: Sawing System 5HP
Model 5 Radial Arm Polisher,
$4,500, 2 ton jib crane with electric
trolley, $4,500. Call Rick 301-9214643. Located in Maryland.
_____________
FOR SALE: Park Jaguar Bridge
Saw w/ C3000 Controls manufactured
by Park Industries. Purchased
September 18, 1998 for $89,900.
Hours: 5762, 20 hp motor, blade housing accepts up to 36˝ blade. Maximum
cutting depth: 10˝. Control panel &
hand-held pendant. Works in Manual,
Semi-Auto and Auto mode. Two
Standard Gantry Rails: 186˝ long.
Cutting Length: 120˝. Adjustable, aircontrolled, 10,000 lb Turn Table, 120˝
x 72˝ with 90 degree stops. Overall
Footprint 23.5´ x 16´. Price: $34,999.
Call John Croteau, 978-742-9800 x14,
john@stoneyard.com
_____________
FOR SALE: Intermac Model Pro 3Axis CNC Working Center–Serial
Number 30834. Purchase 6-9-03;
Intermac Model Pro 4- Axis CNC
Working Center– Serial Number
52182. Purchase 5-2-05. Price range
$50k each. Call Jon Kaplan,
Stoneworks, 216-245-4515, 216-3101569.

DEMO & CLOSEOUT
TOOLS & E qUipMEnT

Masco Cabinetry’s Countertop Division
is seeking: Granite Countertop
Templators, Granite Countertop
Installers, Granite Countertop Installer
Trainees. Positions in multiple locations:
Wilmington, DE; Baltimore, MD;
Richmond, VA; Hartford, CT; North
Attleboro, MA; Providence, RI. Prior
experience. Construction experience is a
plus. Trainees are welcome to apply. Fax
resume to 732-363-1961. EEO/AA
employer. We e-Verify.

Granite Shop For Sale: Everything
needed for granite fabrication. New state
of the art building, not a retro-fit. 1-1/2
acres on heavy volume, 4 lane commuting
to & from Pittsburgh, PA location. Turn
Key operation. Call for details 412-5275705.
_____________
Quarry For Sale: Dimensional
Sandstone Quarry for Sale due to owner
health issues. Quarry located in North
Western PA. Wide range of colors from
browns to golds to whites; many brilliant
colors. Excellent material for slabs (4 ft. x
8 ft. slabs), fabricating & carving. Quarry
is set up for production w/ saws, splitter &
all equipment needed. Many loyal customers w/ excellent record of high-end
projects. Awesome business opportunity.
Serious inquires only. Call 724-282-6455.

BRAZILIAN STONE SPECIALIST
BUY

SLABS THE RIGHT WAY!

BUY STRAIGHT FROM THE QUARRIES
STEP BY STEP UNTIL THE SLABS
ARE DELIVERED TO YOUR DOOR. WE PROVIDE COMPLETE PEACE
OF MIND WITH PHOTOS & PHYSICAL INSPECTION OF YOUR ORDER.
WE GUARANTEE YOU’LL RECEIVE WHAT YOU ORDERED, INSPECTED
& TAGGED BY US. NO MONEY UP FRONT – PAY IN 90 DAYS AFTER
YOUR ORDER LEAVES BRAZIL. INSTALLMENT TERMS AVAILABLE.
AND SAVE.

WE’LL

GUIDE YOU

C
CALL
ALL A
ALBERT
LBERT AT
AT 918-249-0786
918-249-0786 OR
OR EMAIL
EMAIL ALBERT
ALBERT@
@MALFACINI
MALFACINI..COM
COM

• ON SITE TROUBLESHOOTING
• NEW

AND

AND

REPAIR

RELOCATION INSTALLATION

• COMPLETE MACHINE SHOP

FOR

PART MANUFACTURE

• VIDEO SAW AND MACHINE INSPECTIONS AVAILABLE
INVESTIGATE USED EQUIPMENT BEFORE YOU BUY!
• 15 YEARS

AS A

ON SITE REPAIR TO
CONTINENTAL US

TROUBLESHOOTING, FIELD REPAIR TECHNICIAN
WWW. FIXMYSAW. COM

CALL 423-506-6988 OR EMAIL DOUG@FIXMYSAW.COM
COM

Stone Forensics.com
INSPECTIONS - CONSULTATION - EXPERT WITNESS
Stone Forensics is comprised of engineers, scientists, and geologists with an expertise in natural
stone installations and failures relating to natural
stone installations. Services range from specifying
consultation to providing expert witness testimony.

•Refurbished Flex LW1503 Polishers (16) $150 •4˝ Blackbird Cupwheels,
Snail Lock, Assorted Grits $79 •Stone Pro RockBlock, $18.80
•14˝ Diamant-D Demo Titanium and Vx3 Blade, $199 • 7˝ Pearl Super Dry Gold
Turbo Blades (8) $69.95 • 8˝ Pearl Super Dry Gold Turbo Blades (4) $69.95
• 4˝ and 4-1/2˝ Viper Turbo Blades, no Quad Holes, $10.48 and $10.98
•Diamant-D 12˝ Type L, $99 • Terminator Incremental Cutting Tip Mandrel
1/2 Gas, $14 • Groves Locking Wheels 8˝ (5) $25

Call 800-575-4401 or visit Close OUTS page at
www.braxton-bragg.com

Business Opportunities

_____________
Stone Industry Professionals: Highend MIA Accredited stone fabricator in
Fairfax, VA seeking high-energy, selfmotivated, multi-talented, experienced
professionals to join team; General
Manager, Sales & Marketing Manager,
Sales Representatives & Production
Manager. Facilities include designer
showroom, slab warehouse & new
Production Facility w/state-of-the-art
equipment. Qualified candidates must
have 5+ years experience in stone fabri-

Premium diamond tooling and equipment at
rock-bottom prices – Limited Quantities!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

cation industry & proven track record.
Base salary including bonus/incentive
plan. Email resume to jobs@marblexinc.com

Help Wanted

Stone Forensics
FOR

MORE

INFORMATION,
CONTACT:

321-514-6845 |

Consultants in Natural Stone
740 Nelda Ave
Palm Bay, FL 32907

WWW . STONEFORENSICS . COM

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for free Classifieds and more
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THE SLIPPERY ROCK CLASSIFIEDS
_____________
Do You Want 10, 20, 30 + More Installs
Per Month? We can take you from
wholesale to retail and fill the void left by
channel partner’s drying up. We have generated over 2.5 million in sales for our
customers in 2010. Your phone can be
ringing in as little as 24 hrs. Call today
877-877-1916 or visit www.FireUps.com.
We are the Granite Marketing Experts!
Markets are exclusive. Call today!
_____________
Established Marble, Granite and Tile
Store–Importer and Distributor of
Ceramic Tile, also Fabrication Shop for
sale. Large piece of property with rental
income. Located in a great area of Long

Island, New York. Price $1.2 million for
Business, $3.3 million for property, rent
negotiable, quick sale; for more information call the owner at 516-790-2810.
Rental property paid for everything.
_____________
Owner Retiring: Functioning granite
countertop fabrication shop in rented
property near Philadelphia for sale.
Installed new 2003. Sawing Systems
Model 515C diamond gantry saw w/ standard 6´ x 10´ turntable. Sawing Systems
Model 5RP Router/ Polisher, forklift,
compressor, tools, accessories, inventory,
etc. Buy individual items or full package.
Many loyal customers. Call 610-5663002, Mon-Fri, (11 am- 5pm).

Are You Curious About
Importing Slabs from

China?
Find Out More!
Contact: Torin Dixon
Elegance in Stone, LLC • 406-360-1684
info@eleganceinstone.us

JOIN US EACH MONTH!
Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for your subscription
requests, address changes, and FREE CLASSIFIEDS

THE CONCRETE COUNTERTOP INSTITUTE
EXPANDS OPERATIONS IN THE MIDWEST
HE CONCRETE COUNTERTOP INSTITUTE
ANNOUNCES THE MOVE OF ITS PRIMARY

CHICAGO AREA.
ALL HANDS-ON CLASSES WILL BE HELD AT THE
CONCRETE COUNTERTOP SUPPLY BY FISHSTONE FACILITY AT
1760 BRITTANIA DR #6, ELGIN, IL 60124.
TRAINING LOCATION TO THE

Lane Mangum, VP Business Services for The Concrete
Countertop Institute, states, “I’m thrilled with this
arrangement with Fishstone because they have a perfect
facility and are great to work with. It is a more central
location, especially for our Canadian and western students, and has a major international airport.
“Students will have better access to new tools and
materials, and the opportunity to work personally with
one of our recommended vendors.
“Instead of paying expensive shipping costs after the
return home from NC, many of our students will now be
able to bring the essential supplies home with them from
Illinois, right from the class.”
There will be no change in curriculum or instructors.
Jeff Girard, President of The Concrete Countertop
Institute, will continue to personally instruct the classes,
held every two to three months. “I’m not moving to
Chicago. It’s too cold!” Girard jokes. “I will continue my
research and article writing from my new shop in
Raleigh, and fly to Chicago to do classes.”
Upcoming classes in Chicago are:
March 5-9: The Ultimate Concrete Countertop
Training (Precast and GFRC)
Apr 16: Free Sealer Workshop
Apr 17: GFRC Crash Course
Apr 18 - 20: Water, Light & Fire: Advanced 3Dimensional Concrete.

The mailing and billing address for The Concrete
Countertop Institute has changed to:
PO Box 25898
Raleigh, NC 27611-5898
For shipping, please call to confirm the appropriate
address.
Further details about the classes and location are available via the internet by logging on at www.Concrete
CountertopInstitute.com, by calling 888-386-7711, or by
sending an email to info@ConcreteCountertop
Institute.com.

About The Concrete Countertop Institute
The Concrete Countertop Institute’s mission is to help
concrete countertop professionals succeed. The Institute
provides contractors with intensive training via hands-on
and self-study classes, and information and networking
opportunities via its membership programs.
For more information, contact Lane Mangum by calling
888-386-7711 or visit them online at www.Concrete
CountertopInstitute.com.
About Concrete Countertop Supply
by Fishstone
Concrete Countertop Supply by Fishstone was started in
2006 by Tom and Carrie Fischer to help the concrete countertop contractor locate and purchase products from one
source. Their philosophy is to deliver quality products
geared to the concrete industry at affordable prices, with
unbeatable customer service.
For more information, contact Carrie Fischer by calling
877-434-7451 or visit them online at www.Concrete
CountertopSupply.com.

BRAXTON-BRAGG INTRODUCES A
CORDLESS WAY TO PREP AND
POLISH CONCRETE FLOORS
RAXTON-BRAGG

WANTS

TO

HELP CUSTOMERS CUT THE CORD
BY OFFERING THE NEW LAVINA
30G® PRO PROPANE CONCRETE
PREP AND POLISH MACHINE.

The new Lavina 30G® Pro machine is a
propane-driven, 30-inch planetary grinding,
polishing, and burnishing machine. It offers a
high-speed, large area concrete polishing solution that allows operators to range freely without being limited by the length of a power cord.
Braxton-Bragg Product Manager Steve
Bussell praised the convenience that the 30G
Pro offers to customers. “It’s one of the fastest
polishing machines on the market, and the primary value of this product is getting rid of that
cord and freeing you,” he said. “The ease of use
is what is really great about this machine.”
The Lavina is driven by a Kawasaki 18horsepower gas engine with a patented Onyx
Solutions propane conversion. It features three

13.5-inch heads for a 30-inch working area,
clean air exhaust, and low vibration. It may be
used wet or dry. The 30G Pro is also a low-profile machine that can easily reach underneath
shelving, cabinets, and into other hard-to-reach
places.
Manufactured by Superabrasive Inc., the
30G Pro was selected the winner of the concrete-working equipment category in the 2011
RER Magazine Innovative Product Awards
competition
“The machine went through 800 hours of
continuous testing over a two-month period,
only stopping to change propane tanks and diamond tooling, so we are 100 percent convinced
that this machine will surpass our customer’s
expectations of quality and value,” said Len
Sniegowski, Superabrasive Inc. sales manager.
“... If the contractor needs to do a heavy grind
or coatings removal, Lavina 30G Pro will obliterate any other propane machine for productivity. This machine is the real deal.”

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

The new Lavina 30G® Pro machine
is a propane driven 30˝ planetary
grinding, polishing and burnishing
machine all in one. It was primarily
designed for the big box store concrete polishing projects where a
high-speed, large area concrete
polishing solution is needed, and
comes with a two-year limited warranty on parts and workmanship.

Superabrasive Inc. is a leading manufacturer
of high quality diamond tools and equipment
for the concrete and stone industries.
For additional information on these products,
contact the sales reps at Braxton-Bragg. Call
toll free, 1-800-575-4401.
Braxton-Bragg offers a full range of fabrication tooling and installation accessories includ-

ing sinks, installation hardware, and every tool
and piece of equipment needed to run a professional stone, tile, and polished concrete shop.
For more information about Braxton-Bragg
and its publications and products, contact them
toll-free at 800-575-4401 or visit the website
www.braxton-bragg.com for current sales and
new products.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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THE VARMINT COUNTY CHRONICLES

“Boomer” Winfrey
Varmint County Correspondent

Grandpa McSwine’s Bad Luck Turned Golden for Church of Heavenly Glory
WANT TO GIVE EVERYONE A QUICK
UPDATE ON THE BOYS LEADING THE

OCCUPY BARSTOOL MOVEMENT
DOWN AT THE DEAD RAT TAVERN.
Their fundraising effort to support Toys for
Tots and various other charities had unprecedented success, but not necessarily from the
drunks that hang out at the Dead Rat.
The tavern regulars gave generously, but usually only after getting deep in their cups and
short on cash. Still, the local citizenry managed
to fill the tavern’s dance floor with toys ranging
from Barbie dolls to bicycles, and the cash jug
on the bar collected over two-thousand dollars
in the two weeks leading up to Christmas.
Then Deacon Herbie Pennywell from the
Church of Heavenly Glory in His Holy Name
stopped by the bar on Christmas Eve and handed the boys a check for $100,000, explaining
that the congregation wasn’t about to be outdone by a bunch of drunken sinners.
Varmint County’s poor families enjoyed a
Christmas to remember, thanks to that gift,
along with generous support in paying utility
bills, rent and mortgage payments.
The church could afford it, thanks to the
generosity of a member of the congregation
who is no longer with us, and a heavy dose of
Lady Luck.
Silas McSwine, known hereabouts as
Grandpa McSwine, was a cantankerous loner
who lived in an old coal company shack up on
the outskirts of Upper Primroy. Silas was the
granddad of lawyer Philbert McSwine, but you
would never know it, as the two had little communication once Philbert grew up and became
a lawyer.
“I always hated lawyers, they’s the curse of
the world,” Silas proclaimed on the day that his
grandson returned to Varmint County to open a
practice. “And that goes for my grandson. I
allus told his daddy that he boy would come to
a bad end.”
Obviously this was not the kind of support
and encouragement that Philbert expected from
blood kin, so he avoided the old man whenever
possible. After Philbert’s father passed on, the
grandson (and attorney) did pay a little bit of
attention to his aging grandpappy, filing a petition with the court to have the old man committed, with Philbert gaining power of attorney.
“What, exactly, leads you to believe that old
Silas needs to be committed for psychiatric
observation?” Judge Hard Time Harwell asked.
“He’s no longer capable of taking care of
himself, your honor. He lives in an old tarpaper
shack up on the mountain without running
water or decent sanitation, refuses to associate
with family or neighbors, goes out shooting at
squirrels with an ancient black powder muzzle
loader, and it’s a miracle he hasn’t shot somebody or himself,” Philbert argued. “And he
can’t be trusted to handle his own affairs. He

spends most of his social security check on lottery tickets.”
Silas, however, showed that Philbert must
have inherited his legal skills and gift of gab
from his grandpa. “Yer honor, I ’preciate the
boy’s concern fer me, but he’s way out of line.
I like living up there on the mountain. The house
don’t look like much, but it’s warm in the winter
and keeps the rain out, and that’s all I need.
“I been using an outdoor privy since I was a
kid and carrying water from the well, and it
ain’t hurt me none. I grow my own food in a
garden and hunt my own meat, and it must
agree with me, since I’ll be 93 next month.”
“Do you really hunt with a 200-year-old muzzle loader?” the Judge asked.
“Yep. Belonged to my granddaddy, Philbert’s
great-great granddaddy. It ain’t easy hitting a
squirrel with one of them, and I like to give the
squirrels a sporting chance.”
“What about Mr. McSwine’s contention that
you spend most of your social security check on
lottery tickets?”
“Well, I don’t drink nor smoke. Philbert’s
grandma, Maybelle, has been gone now for near
30 years and I ain’t got no interest in other
women. I grow or hunt most of my meals. What
do you think I ought’a do with that check, put it
all in the bank so my shyster grandson can
inherit it when I croak?”
Predictably, the judge denied Philbert’s petition and left old Silas to his own resources.
Other than pure contrariness, Silas had one
vice. Every week, he went down to Smiley’s
Tobacco Mercantile, bought a pound of boiled
peanuts and twenty $1 lottery tickets. In fourteen years, he managed to win a grand total of
$64 while spending somewhere around fifteen
grand on tickets.
Then last year the inevitable happened when
the old man began feeling some sharp pains in
his gut.
“You’ve got a cancer, Silas. It’s pretty far
along, but with treatment we might slow it
down and give you a year or two more,” Doc

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Filstrup explained. “Left alone, you might have
a month or two at best.”
“Don’t need another year, Doc. Been here
too danged long as it is. I think it’s time I
joined Maybelle.”
So, Silas McSwine went down to Smiley’s
Mercantile and spent his entire social security
check on Powerball tickets and dropped them in
the collection plate at the Church of Heavenly
Glory in His Holy Name.
“I’ve had nothing but bad luck buying them
dern things for years, so I figure it’ll be my
luck to hit the jackpot now that I’m checking
out. Might as well give it to a good cause,”
Silas proclaimed.
You can guess the rest. Silas passed on a
Thursday and the Church of Heavenly Glory in
His Holy Name won half of a jackpot of $107
million on Friday night. Needless to say, Silas
McSwine’s funeral on Sunday was well-attended.
Lawyer McSwine sued but to no avail. A gift
to the church is a gift, and being given while
Silas was still alive, could not be considered
part of his estate.
The church, for its part, soon became known
as the “Church that Swallowed Lower
Primroy.”
The Church of Heavenly Glory was a small
wooden structure, pushing a hundred years old,
with a small congregation of thirty souls, most
of them well into their 70s and 80s. They only
held services every other Sunday, sharing a pastor with the Mud Lake Church of God.
After winning the lottery, it was no time at all
before a young minister from over in Burrville
showed up, offering to give the congregation a
full-time pastor for the first time in years.
“I want no salary,” the Reverend Paul Harold
Pickerton announced. “I just feel strongly that
your church deserves full-time ministering and
I have a few ideas for reviving your membership.”
The old-timers in the church bit, and
Reverend Paul soon had the pulpits filled with
young folks from as far away as Burrville and
Pleasant View.

“We’ll need a larger building,” Reverend Paul
intoned at one crowded Sunday service, and the
newcomers quickly voted to tear down the old
building and erect a new home.
Before long, the Church of Heavenly Glory
was meeting in what locals nicknamed “the
Cathedral,” a lofty structure with room for a
thousand worshipers and a video booth for filming services. The video booth came in handy
when Reverend Paul started broadcasting his
sermons on “God’s Love TV, Channel 43.”
Next came the theological seminary and the
mission college to prepare the most loyal members for mission trips to such spirituallyimpoverished places as Jamaica and the Virgin
Islands, complete with a childcare center. The
congregation also voted to spring for a thousand
acres on Mud Lake for a summer church camp,
along with a parsonage at the camp for
Reverend Paul.
Alas, some things that are too good to be
true are just that – too good to be true. Back in
August, Reverend Paul announced “Biker
Sunday,” and extended an invitation to members of motorcycle gangs from around the state
to “come and wash their sins away.”
A good number of bikers did just that, and
the good Reverend astounded everyone by riding his new Harley-Davidson through the front
doors and down the aisle to park next to his
pulpit. It was at this service that some church
members began to have doubts, when they
overheard a couple of members of the Roadkill
Motorcycle Gang, from down in Georgia, refer
to the Revered as “good old Slasher.”
A few well-placed inquiries uncovered the
truth. The good Reverend was no reverend at
all, but a former drug dealer on the lam from
warrants in four states and the District of
Columbia.
In a tense meeting, the board of deacons,
still mostly old-timers of the original church,
voted to relieve the Reverend Paul of his ministry, mere hours before Sheriff Hiram Potts
showed up with a handful of warrants and
extradition papers.
Realizing that they were guilty of the sins of
pride, excess and conspicuous consumption,
the congregation proceeded to give away what
remained of the Powerball jackpot. The
Church of Heavenly Glory helped the congregations of over a hundred churches in Varmint
County and surrounding areas to build or
remodel their buildings, endowed funds for
perpetual maintenance of a few dozen cemeteries, and among other things, gave a hundred
grand to the Occupy Barstool Christmas Fund.
Lawyer McSwine, ironically, finally did get
a little bit of his grandpa’s money, when the
church hired him in an attempt to recover the
$40 million that Reverend Paul Harold
Pickerton seems to have mislaid somewhere
along the way.
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When You Can’t Use a Shim…
And You Need the Seam Right…
®
Use the NEW Hercules EZ Level
1
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Simple and Easy to Use

EZ to Level

This amazing little invention solves installation problems at the back of cabinets, where you just cannot use
a shim to level the seam.

Once the Hercules® EZ Level is in place, use a 7/16˝
wrench or socket with extension to tighten the leveling
post and raise the surface.

Quick and Permanent

No More Shims that Collapse

The new Hercules EZ Level makes the leveling
process quick, easy and permanent! Placement of the
level is aided by a self-adhesive strip. The level is then
secured by two screws.

Wood shims can compress and collapse in time, especially home store shims made with high resin wood.
The Hercules® EZ Level will not compress and will
provide a positive mechanical support to the slab.

3 Easy Steps

It’s Guaranteed!

After placing the level on the back cabinet support strip
and securing it with two screws, thread the captive leveling screw until it reaches the underside of the slab.
That’s it! Place, screw, thread.

Guaranteed Quality—All our products carry a 30-day,
risk-free, money-back guarantee. If you are not satisfied
with your purchase, simply return it for a prompt and
courteous refund.

®

Happy
St. Valentine’s Day!

Call

Item # Description

FREpE
le!

Sam

LOW Intro Price

75100

Hercules® EZ Level Kit, 2 Leveling Clips, 2 Bolts, 4 Wood Screws

$4.95

75101

Hercules® EZ Faucet Support Bracket, 2 Brackets

$2.49

75102

Hercules® EZ Level Extension, 2 Extension Brackets,
2 Bolts & 2 Washers

$2.99

75103

Hercules® EZ Level Deluxe Kit, 4 Level Brackets,
1 Faucet Support Bracket, 1 Extension Bracket, 5 Bolts,
8 Wood Screws, 1 Washer

$9.95

MADE IN THE USA

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Call 800-575-4401

BETTER!

for a

Fax 800-915-5501

FA S T E R !

CHEAPER!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Hercules® EZ Level products
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Torin Dixon

MAKE NATURAL STONE A “VALUE PROPOSITION”
E

ALL KNOW HOW NATURAL

STONE HAS BEEN USED OVER
THE AGES AS A DURABLE AND
LASTING BUILDING MATERIAL.

But do your clients truly understand the
“Value Proposition” of using natural stone?
Are you promoting natural stone as the most
durable, natural material in existence? Think
about the ancient ruins that are world famous
tourist attractions. You don’t see many ancient
thatched huts on display. Rather, ancient pyramids and stone cathedrals are the featured
attractions. Stone endures, nearly forever.
If you have been in the dimensional stone
industry for any length of time, you may have
begun to take for granted the strength, durability and sustainability aspects of natural stone.
For you, it may be a no brainer to use as much
natural stone as possible in a project, but your
customers may not even consider durability,
sustainability and the ease of maintenance in
their decision making process. They may only
have a myopic view on getting the “lowest
price.”
For Stone Fabricators, do you actively feature these value attributes in your promotional
materials and advertising? Are you featuring
website links to the Marble Institute of
America, Building Stone Institute, or

GenuineStone.com website? Are you a member of one of these trade associations? Are you
keeping up with the sustainability issues being
discussed in the related trade magazines? It is
vital to stay abreast of these issues and how it
is impacting all the building trades.
What about the “green” aspects of using natural stone as a building material?
When compared to other engineered solid
surfaces, natural stone is by far more environmentally friendly and recyclable. Are you a
member of your local building industry association? If so, most have Green Building committees where you contribute and may have an
influence in upcoming promotions that can
direct sales you’re way.
Do your showroom displays feature comparative products that feature the advantages of
natural stone? A few years ago when our local
Home Depot was built, in the kitchen display
area they unwisely featured a wine colored
Corian® countertop on their sales desk. I knew
instantly that counter wouldn’t last. Within

months, they installed a clear plexiglass cover,
and shortly thereafter, replaced it with a quartz
product. I managed to obtain a 6˝ x 6˝ sample
that we use in our showroom to demonstrate
how durable granite is compared to Corian®.
Comparing scratched up Corian® to a granite
sample doesn’t take much to persuade interested
customers in the difference of these materials.
What about flooring displays? Here is another perfect opportunity to demonstrate how
durable natural stone tile or slab is compared to
other products. Perhaps install a “test area”
with several different products that show how
over time, stone is the best option.
You can also prepare a “Cost-BenefitAnalysis” brochure demonstrating how over
time, natural stone is a far better option.
Perhaps contrast a 5 year and 10 year comparison on initial costs, ongoing maintenance
costs, and resale value calculations. Natural
stone will win this battle every time.
For Builders and Developers, featuring quality stone products as part of your “standard features,” rather than as an upgrade combined
with skilled salesmanship can demonstrate
your quality and value aspect of your homes.
Stone Fabricators can team up with your larger
builders to educate the builder’s sales team on
the value proposition of using and featuring
natural stone surfaces.

CAVIAR CACHE CAN BE COSTLY
VEN PEOPLE WHO THINK CAVIAR
IS TO DIE FOR MIGHT LOSE THEIR
APPETITE WHEN IT’S STORED IN A
HOSPITAL MORGUE.

But that’s where St. Petersburg police
found a huge stash of the delicacy — 175
kilograms (385 pounds) stored in the refrigerated space where cadavers are kept.
A morgue employee and a businessman
were arrested after the discovery, but police
said the matter is still being investigated and
it is unclear if the men will be charged.
The arrested men said the caviar was to be
a treat for hospital employees at a New Year’s
party.
Caviar consists of unfertilized eggs from
sturgeon, a widely endangered fish. Amid
heavy restrictions on sturgeon fishing, caviar
is increasingly produced and sold illegally.
In the run-up to New Year’s, one of
Russia’s most lavishly festive holidays,
police have made a series of other seizures of
caviar.
A day after the morgue discovery, St.
Petersburg police said they seized an additional 100 kilograms (220 pounds) intended
for illegal sale at local markets.
The Interfax news agency reported that
border guards in the eastern Ukraine city of

OLICE
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IN

WISCONSIN’S

CAPITAL

CITY BARELY HAD TO TRY TO

Resident Animal Activist

It always amazes me how things that are
forbidden are so hard to forbear for some.
Perhaps that can explain why an animal that
is endangered still remains a delicacy.
When you think about it, something that’s
rare becomes more sought out, which makes
it more costly due to the demand. What fails
to be realized is that this demand then
becomes very costly for the animal involved.
If the sturgeon and its eggs continue to be
harvested at this alarming rate, they are
almost destined to become extinct.

Perhaps most importantly, regular training of
your sales staff on the unique attributes of natural stone is vital to helping close sales.
Discuss the most common questions or complains about natural stone. Discuss how relatively easy the ongoing maintenance of natural
stone is compared to other surfaces. Get educated about all the competing products and be
prepared to defend your position on the value
of natural stone surfaces. Customers value
trained expert opinion, and your knowledge
may convince them to switch to a stone surface.
Having displays on-hand in your showroom,
combined with your insight and knowledge of
stone, sprinkled with some job-site examples
from your career experiences may help convince your client on the inherent value aspects
of using natural stone. And for many areas in
the United States, fabricated granite counters
may never be as inexpensive as they are now.
Now is the time to take every opportunity to
champion the value aspects of using natural
stone to the uneducated customers who walk in
your door.
Torin Dixon is a 34-year stone industry veteran and consultant on natural stone importing
and stone care products. He may be reached at
info@stonecareonline.org.

THE PROOF IS IN THE POCKET

Anne Tenna
Kharkiv confiscated 249 cans of caviar worth
almost $22,000 that was allegedly being
smuggled from Russia to Ukraine.
In the far eastern region of Khabarovsk, a
vehicle inspection turned up 500 kilograms
(1,100 pounds) of caviar, leading police on a
weeklong investigation, the ITAR-TASS
news agency reported. They raided a village
home and found another 26 kilograms (57
pounds).
At two different spots along the Amur
River basin, police found 47 sturgeon carcasses and 2.5 tons of live sturgeon. Sturgeon
fishing in the Amur basin is prohibited.

Special Correspondent

CATCH A PAIR OF UNLUCKY SUSPECTED THIEVES.

Madison police say two men in their late
20s stole DVDs and computer games from a
Target store and discussed their plans to fence
the goods while driving away.
Investigators say the duo didn’t realize one

of them had accidentally pocket-dialed 911.
A dispatcher listened in for nearly an hour as
they discussed what they had stolen and
where they might sell it. Police say they even
helpfully described their vehicle.
Madison police spokesman Joel DeSpain
says the pair decided to sell their goods at a
video store. When they pulled into the store’s
parking lot, the waiting officers surrounded
their vehicle with guns drawn.

YOUR TAX DOLLARS AT WORK
FORMER SPECIAL AGENT WITH THE

ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
AGENCY (EPA), CRIMINAL
INVESTIGATION DIVISION (CID) IN
DALLAS

HAS PLEADED GUILTY TO LYING UNDER

OATH AND OBSTRUCTING JUSTICE.

Keith Phillips, 61, of Kent, Texas, pleaded
guilty before to a two-count indictment
charging him with obstruction of justice and
perjury. The charges stemmed from his
sworn testimony in relation to a case that was
pending in the Western District of Louisiana.
According to the indictment, from
September 1996 to Dec. 14, 1999, Phillips and
a special agent from the FBI participated in a

criminal investigation that led to the indictment of Hubert Vidrine Jr. and several others.
A judge found a “strong” likelihood that the
agent “deliberately” set up a hazardous-waste
enforcement case against Hubert Vidrine Jr. for
the purpose of facilitating his own work/sex
relationship with a female FBI agent.
According to the court, Phillips was married and unable to carry on with the agent
(stationed in another city) except when they
worked together, which they did periodically
over a three-year period on the Vidrine case.
Phillips faces a maximum of 10 years in
prison and a fine of $250,000 on the obstruction of justice count, and five years in prison
and a fine of $250,000 on the perjury count.

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for these articles and more
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STORIES FROM THE HEART
HE ONLY GOOD TIME FOR LOVE TO
IS WHEN IT’S FUNNY
ENOUGH TO SPLIT YOUR SIDES.
MAKE YOUR SWEETHEART GIGGLE
THIS VALENTINE’S DAY WITH THIS LOVEINSPIRED, INTERNET JOKE COLLECTION.
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Perfectly Paired Puns
As Valentine’s Day approached, I tried to
think of an unusual gift for my husband.
When I discovered that his favorite red-plaid
pants had a broken zipper, I thought I had the
“perfect Valentine.” I had the pants repaired,
and gift-wrapped them. On the
package I put a huge red heart
on which I printed: “My
Heart Pants for You.” I was
the surprised one,
however, when I
saw the same heart
taped to our formerly empty, but now
overflowing, wood box. On it
he had written: “Wood You Be My
Valentine?”
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Stone Shield Transparent
Knifegrade Polyester Adhesive
™

will save you money on every install!
How can a glue save you money? Stone Shield™ Transparent
Flowing and Knifegrade are high-quality polyester adhesives
offered at a great price. Their smooth consistency makes them
a good choice for a wide variety of applications. Compatible
with granite, marble, travertine and engineered stone, Stone
Shield’s strong bond and fast hardening time is ideal for laminating, rodding, patching or repairing. This is the only can of
adhesive you’ll need on your install truck!

• Fast cure time
• Easy to color
• Smooth consistency
MADE IN THE USA
• Strong bond
• Excellent polishing characteristics
• Resistant to water, gasoline and mineral oils
Item # Description
46404

(1) Reg. Price (6) Case

Stone Shield™ Transparent Knife Grade Polyester Adhesive, Quart

$10.75

Hurry — Order Yours TODAY!
All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day, risk-free, money
back guarantee. If you are not satisfied with your purchase,
simply return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

800-575-4401
FA S T E R !

CHEAPER!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone Shield Knife Grade Adhesive

Check Out a Romance
I met my husband while I was working in a
science library. He came in every week to
read the latest journals and eventually decided to take out the librarian instead of the
books. After a year and a half of dating, he
showed up at the library and started rummaging through my desk. I asked what he was
looking for, but he didn’t answer. Finally, he
unearthed one of the rubber stamps I used to
identify reference books. “Since I couldn’t
find the right engagement ring,” he said, “this
will have to do,” and he firmly stamped my
hand. Across my knuckles, in capital letters,
it read “NOT FOR CIRCULATION.”

$9.68

Price includes the correct amount of paste hardener

BETTER!

A Little Nuts About Love
Driving through Southern California, I
stopped at a roadside stand that sold fruit,
vegetables and crafts. As I went to pay, I
noticed the young woman behind the counter
was painting a sign. “Why the new sign?” I
asked. “My boyfriend didn’t approve of the
old one,” she said. When I glanced at what
hung above the counter, I understood. It
declared: “Local Honey Dates Nuts”

Sweet Nothings (.com)
My boyfriend and I met online and we’d
been dating for over a year. I introduced Hans
to my uncle, who was fascinated by the fact
that we met over the Internet. He asked Hans
what kind of line he had used to pick me up.
Ever the geek, Hans naively replied, “I just
used a regular 56K modem.”
Pastoral Passion
The lingerie store where my aunt works
was crowded with shoppers selecting
Valentine’s Day gifts for their wives. A
young businessman came to the register with

a lacy black negligee. My aunt noticed that
the next customer, an elderly farmer, was
holding a long, flannel nightgown and kept
glancing at the younger man’s sexier choice.
When it was his turn, the farmer placed the
nightgown on the counter. “Would you have
anything in black flannel?” He asked.
9 to 5 Love
My husband, a certified public accountant,
works 15-hour days for the first few months
of the year. In spite of his hectic schedule, he
took time out to order me flowers for
Valentine’s Day. While pondering what sweet endearment to
write on the card, he obviously began thinking of the many
hours of work still ahead of
him. His note read:
“Roses are red, violets
are blue. If I weren’t
thinking of you, I’d
probably be through.”
Mower Than a Greeting Card
My friend Mark and I work in a lawnmower-parts warehouse. Somehow, Mark got
the idea that his wife did not want a card on
Valentine’s Day, but when he spoke to her on
the phone, he discovered she was expecting
one. Not having time to buy a card on his
way home, Mark was in a quandary. Then he
looked at the lawn-mower trade magazines
scattered around the office — and got an
idea. Using scissors and glue, he created a
card with pictures of mowers, next to which
he wrote: “I lawn for you mower and mower
each day.” Mark’s wife loved it. The card
immediately graced their refrigerator door.
Irresistible Irony
About a year had passed since my amicable divorce, and I decided it was time to start
dating again. Unsure how to begin, I thought
I’d scan the personals column of my local
newspaper. I came across three men who
seemed like they’d be promising candidates.
A couple of days later, I was checking my
answering machine and discovered a message from my ex-husband. “I was over visiting the kids yesterday,” he said. “While I was
there, I happened to notice you had circled
some ads in the paper. Don’t bother calling
the guy in the second column. I can tell you
right now it won’t work out. That guy is me.”
Read All About It
Every Valentine’s Day our campus newspaper has a section for student messages. Last
year my roommate surprised his girlfriend
with roses and dinner at a fancy restaurant.
When they returned from their date, she
leafed through the paper to see if he had written a note to her. Near the bottom of one page
she found: “Bonnie — What are you looking
here for? Aren’t dinner and flowers enough?
Love, Scott.”

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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CAN A $4.95 PRODUCT REALLY SOLVE AN
INDUSTRY-WIDE PROBLEM?
Patent Pending
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Determine Assembly Locations

Why Pay More to Install a Sink
Why pay more than $5 for a sink install kit, when
you could use the Hercules® Universal Sink Harness
and complete your install project in minutes, with no
return trip needed?
The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness from BraxtonBragg is another great innovation that can save installers
time and money.
At Last, a Simple, Fast Alternative
The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness is a simple,
ingenious alternative to expensive brackets that only
work on some installations, and a time-saving, more professional alternative to building a scrap wood support
system to hold the sink in place while the caulk or adhesive dries. It installs without drilling into expensive countertops or cutting notches into your customer’s cabinets,
and without using messy epoxies or relying on adhesives
to secure sinks. One of the most immediately recognizable benefits is that you won’t have to make a return trip
to remove bracing or jury-rigged 2 x 4 supports.
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Fabricator Tested in Thousands of Installs
The Hercules® Universal Sink Harness has been fabricator- and installation-tested under demanding conditions, and can be used to install the most popular types
of sinks, including ceramic, stainless steel, and even cast
iron undermount.
It is effective on either double bowl or single bar steel
or ceramic vanity sinks. Just imagine–one simple, inexpensive kit can do all of those sinks! Not only is the
Hercules® Universal Sink Harness the fastest and most
economical system available, it’s also the most versatile.

Supports the Heaviest Sink Loads
Some clips and anchor systems rely on the counter top
to support the sink–not so with the Hercules® Universal
Sink Harness. Just like a suspension bridge, the
Hercules® Universal Sink Harness helps to provide support and over-all strength to a countertop installation. It
actually transfers all weight to the cabinet and doesn’t
add additional stress to the weakest and most easily damaged part of the countertop, the sink cut out. It does its
primary function admirably well, support the sink under
the heaviest of loads.

Be the Go-To Guy to Repair Failed Installs
While the Sink Harness was being developed and tested, we discovered another notable benefit of the Sink
Harness: it’s a great system to repair failed undermount
installations. Many fabricators are asked to repair someone else’s poor sink installation job and the Hercules®
Universal Sink Harness will get the job done quickly, and
provide you the opportunity to be the one contractors
and home owners in your area call for help.

You Can Even Try One for FREE!
Braxton-Bragg wants to prove how effective the Sink
Harness is to everyone who’s faced sink-installation
problem, or just wants to save money and keep their
shop profitable. Call Braxton-Bragg and we’ll send
you a Hercules® Universal Sink Harness FREE to try!
Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the complete
Universal Sink Harness demo.
Flex Power Drill Kit
includes a sturdy protective
case, charger and handy
work light.

Get a Flex Power
Drill FREE
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— when you buy —

100 Hercules® Sink Harness Kits

$

Order Now–

99

Supplies Are Limited!

Item # Description

MADE IN THE USA

Purchased Separately
®

17310

(100) Hercules Universal Sink Harness Kits

13117

Flex Power Drill Ali, 10.8 Volt, Cordless

80112

Hercules Sink Harness/Flex Drill Package

®

$495.00

Special Offer

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day,
risk-free, money back guarantee. If you are
not satisfied with your purchase, simply
return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

Included

$99.99

FREE

$594.99

$495.00

Call 800-575-4401

BETTER!

Fax 800-915-5501

FA S T E R !

CHEAPER!

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the Sink Hercules Harness
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ISFA’S 2011 INNOVATIONS IN
DESIGN COMPETITION
Continued from page 3

Winner Green Applications
Project Name: Tampa Bay Crystal Top Kitchen
Artist Name: Gene McDonald
Company/Sponsor: Refresh Interiors
Project Description: The high bar is made of
a mix of polyester resin with ultra-violet

inhibitor. This top was designed to make use of
the customer’s tile, and is also backlit. The
lower work counter is Vetrazzo Cubist Clear
(made from recycled windshields). The high
bar is chiseled to give it an ice-like look. The
high bar is made from Tampa Bay Crystal Top.

Winner Residential Bath

Winner Residential Kitchen

Project Name: Moss Basin
Artist Name: Marike Andeweg
Company/Sponsor: Not Only White
Submitted by: Rosskopf & Partner AG
Project Description: The Moss design basin
is inspired by the iconic chesterfield sofa. The
inverted curves contrasting with the surrounding straight lines make the Moss basin a truly
unique and intriguing design. The basin is
made of solid surface material and was created
in wall-mounted and top-mounted versions.

Project Name: Black & Gold
Artist Name: Intoto, Exeter
Company/Sponsor: Interfab Ltd.
Project Description: “Black & Gold” is a
stunning residential kitchen designed by Intoto
Kitchens, Exeter, U.K. The client’s demanding
color criteria resulted in these striking split
color worktops fabricated by Interfab Ltd.,
using DuPont Lava Rock and Aztec Gold
Corian, perfectly complemented with a Lava
Rock Mixa sink.
Continued on page 39

Green Applications Winner.
This intricate countertop was
designed to make use of the
customer’s tile and resourcefully uses recycled windshields. It is made of a mix of
polyester resin with ultraviolet inhibitor and is also
backlit (see below).

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Stone & Tile industry products

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more
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ISFA’S 2011 INNOVATIONS IN
DESIGN COMPETITION

Save BIG On
This Cup Wheel!

Continued from page 38
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Scorpion™ Puts the STING
on the Competition!

Scorpion™ Turbo-Type Cup Wheels remove material at
your pace, with no bounce or chatter that can cause
chipping. Best of all, Scorpion™ is priced right!
Above: The globe is virtually self-supporting, with just a prop in the middle serves to
stabilize and is composed of several segments, glued and sanded.
Left: Kirk Olsen and his team from
Envision Concrete put in several hours
(over two days) at the show to create this
one-of-a-kind concrete vanity right in front
of an audience, at the International
Countertop Expo (ICE).

Winner Freestyle/Art

Winner On-Site Vanity Fabrication

Project Name: World Globe
Artist Name: Bertron Schwarz Frey GMBH
in cooperation with a-ll-r-a
Company/Sponsor: World Heritage Visitor Center
Submitted by: Rosskopf & Partner AG
Project Description: The globe is virtually
self-supporting, just a prop in the middle serves
to stabilize. Lighting is provided by LEDs.
Rosskopf & Partner AG achieved the darker
area by taping off the landscapes with a special
film. The challenge of the world globe lay in
the outlines of the countries in both the graphical work and in the field of milling. The globe
was composed of several segments, glued and
sanded. The contours were milled only after
forming with a 5-axis CNC machine.

Artist Name: Kirk Olsen
Company/Sponsor: Envision Concrete
Project Description: Unlike the other winners in the competition, the On-site Vanity
Award was for a product created in front of an
audience over two days at the International
Countertop Expo (ICE). Kirk Olsen and his
team from Envision Concrete put in hours at the
show to create this one-of-a-kind concrete vanity.
About ISFA
The International Surface Fabricators
Association (ISFA) is a not-for-profit trade
association dedicated to helping its members
become more profitable through education, fostering professionalism and promoting the countertop industry.

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for Scorpion™ Turbo Cup Wheels

Scorpion™ Turbo Cup Wheels are available in 3 grits to
fit your application: use the coarse grit cup wheel for
heavy, aggressive stock removal; medium grit for final
shaping; and fine grit for soft material or for getting
close to layout lines without fear of chipping the edge.

Call Now!
Item # Description

Reg. Price (5)10% Off

19661

4˝ x 6.0T Scorpion™ Turbo Diamond Cup Wheel, Coarse, 5/8-11 Threaded

$39.95

$35.95

19662

4˝ x 6.0T Scorpion™ Turbo Diamond Cup Wheel, Med., 5/8-11 Threaded

$39.95

$35.95

19663

4˝ x 6.0T Scorpion™ Turbo Diamond Cup Wheel, Fine, 5/8-11 Threaded

$39.95

$35.95

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a 30-day,
risk-free, money back guarantee. If you are
not satisfied with your purchase, simply
return it for a prompt and courteous refund.

800-575-4401
BETTER!

FA S T E R !

CHEAPER!

Visit www.slipperyrockgazette.net for this article and more

BETTER!

FA S T E R !

MADE IN THE USA

CHEAPER!

800-575-4401

Sink Cut-Outs in 8 Minutes!
The Fab King can cut out any sink shape
using a template (which means no mistakes and precise dimensions) in as little
as 8 minutes.

Full-Size Bed
Unlike smaller solutions, the Fab King fabrication bed offers a full 114” of linear
travel and 30” of gantry travel.

Real World Designed
Nobody knows a machine like a repairman. The designer of this machine has
more than 20 years’ experience in the
stone industry. Much of that time was
spent trouble shooting and repairing
stone equipment. 220 volt, single phase
power and off the shelf components
guarantee maximum uptime.

Wow!

Strong Backbone
Unlike other radial arm machines, the
solid frame will not flex when the motor is
under load. Edge profiling requires a solid
structure and the Fab King delivers it with
4” industrial strength steel square tubing.
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The Swiss Army Knife Approach
The Fab King combines the functions of a
router, a drill press, an in-line back splash
polishing machine, and top polisher, a
radial arm sink cut out machine in one.
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18,900.00*

LOW Intro Price

All Braxton-Bragg products carry a
30-day, risk-free, money back
guarantee. If you are not satisfied
with your purchase, simply return it
for a prompt and courteous
refund.

Quick Set-Up
If it’s delivered in the morning, you’ll
be producing countertops by
lunch. Unlike CNC machines, you
don’t need long training programs
and you won’t waste stone trying to
figure out how it works.

*Call for Equipment Leasing Options

F.O.B. Knoxville, TN

Fab King Work Center

Item # Description

Profile Without Tears!
Unlike radial arm machines which
can deflect 3/16” when fully
extended and prevent true edge
polishing, the Fab King cantilevered
frame design presents a square
and true tooling surface. You can
use all of your favorite router bits. No
need for a Plexiglass scratch guard.

PRSRT-STD

U.S. POSTAGE PAID
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Offer the Latest “Leather” Surface
Without Spending Big Money
No need to inventory special slabs,
with Viper® Diamond Antiquing
Brushes you can offer the latest finishes without the wait and expense
of specials orders.

A Back Splash Machine for Free!
A bonus application is that this is the
easiest back splash polishing system
yet developed. The travel head
runs true horizontal to insure a flat
edge polish. You can use the 3-Step
Viper® Pad to obtain the fastest finish yet.
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PERMIT #255
KNOXVILLE, TN

Visit www.braxton-bragg.com for the Fab King

4100 A PPALACHIAN WAY
K NOXVILLE , TN 37918

Save Your Core Bits!
It will drill holes in seconds without
wobble and extend the life of your
core bits.

The Fab King cuts sink holes, profiles edges, and drills holes

Why clutter your shop when ONE machine does it all?
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